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OF PROSPERITY
republics on the American continent,
Is felt throughout the world.
The record of the servant Is his best
and only certificate for continued employment, and the republican party, as
a servant of the people, stands today
In this campaign squarely on Its rec-

THE GRAND OLD

ord,
i
We have no census figures as to business conditions In 1896, but we have
them for 1890, 1900 and 1905, and to
supplement these we have the official
message of President Cleveland, com
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Dallas Texas, Aug. 16. Thomas M.
Campbell, g native of Husk. Texas,
the birthplace of the late Governor
Hogg was this afternoon nominated
for governor by the democratic state
convention. He will be the second
native governor of Texas.
Mr. Campbell is a lawyer but for
several years was general manage!
for the International and Great Northern railway.
The first ballot which started last
night, was not completed until 11
o'clock today. Judge Brooks received
the smallest number of votes and was
dropped, Mr. Campbell, o. H, Colquitt and Judge C. K. Bell being the
remaining candidates.
On the second ballot Campbell was
renominated. When the roll call had
been on for two hours and was about
completed Mr. Colquitt
made a speech declaring his name
and declaring that Mr. Campbell
should be nominated.
A little later Judge Bell withdrew
and asked that the nomination of Colonel Campbell be made unanimously.
The convention did so, whereupon the
hand played, "The Campbells Arc
Coming."
Colonel Campbell appeared, escort
ed by Mr. Colquitt who presented him,
merely saying, "The Campbells have
come."
At tonight's session the state ticket
was completed as follows:
Governor, T. M. Campbell.
lieutenant Governor, A. B. David-

the
condition in
and 1896, it will be readily seen thn:
the industrial development of the
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 16. Commacountry, both as affecting labor and nder-in-Chief,
R. B. Brown, of
100
capital,
of
rate
has
been
at
the
clamation for the Seven- per cent In the ten years.
Zanesville, Ohio.
Senior Vice Commander William
Wages and Coat of Living.
teenth Consecutive Time,
There has been much discussion and H. Armstrong, Indianapolis.
Vice Commander
Junior
L. B.
no little confusion over the effort to
Detroit.
compare the relative Increase in wages Fenton,
Chaplain-in-ChlArchbishop
We are willing to stand by the a and cost of living in the last few years. John Ireland, St. Paul.
of
The
labor
bureau
States
United
the
intelllto
the
record and trust
Surgeon General W. H. Johnson,
genre of the people as to wheth- - a In Its last bulletin on this question IJneoln, Neb.
er they will continue this record a made a very careful analysis for the
These officers were selected today at
of prosperity and wise regula- - ; fourteen years from 1890 to 1904. In the annual meeting of the Grima
tion of abuses or accept the a that comparison and analysis It w:i Army of the ltepublic. All other ofpreaching and promise of the a shown that the weekly earnings of all ficers are for staff appointment
and
demagogue. Speaker Joseph O. a employes had increased 53.4 per cent win De announced later by the commaa
1894
to
1904,
from
and
that
the
retail
nder-in-chief.
Cannon.
prices of food products had Increased
strongest
The
opponents of Mr.
in the same time only 12 per cent. This Brown for the honor of being
1 believe,
Is the only careful and sciBIG CROWD LISTENS TO
were C. G. Burton, of
FJAIQUKNCK OF SPEAKER entific Investigation that has been Missouri, and Captain P. H. Coney, of
Kansas. Both withdrew when it was
Danville, 111.. Aug. 18. For the made of the subject.
seen that the election of Mr. Brown
"Plant the Factory by the Farm.''
eighteenth consecutive time the reThe republican party has always was a certainty.
publicans of the eighteenth congresSeveral candidates were nominatfollowed the maxim, "plant the facsional district of Illinois in convention tory by the farm," that there may br ed for senior and junior vice comman son.
G.
ders,
but later all withdrew in favor
assembled renominated Joseph
the closest possible exchange between
Attorney General, P. B. Davidson.
Armstrong and Fenton, and both
Cannon of Danville, Tor congress. the two great bodies of producers. One of
Controller, ,1. W, Stephens.
Archwere
unanimously.
For the seventeenth consecutive tlmt. of the old complaints here In the west bishop chosen
Treasurer,
Samuel Sparks.
no
Ireland
the
rivals
had
for
he was named by acclamation and was that the manufacturing was prin position of chaplain-in-chie- f.
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
passed all bounds cipally in the east; but the continuathe enthusiasm
B.
R.
Cousins.
After the election the place for
when the venerable speaker arose to tion of a settled policy of protection holding
Railroad Commissioner, L, J. Stroer.
the next convention was takaddress the great throng that gather n.ls gradually extended the industrial en up but
Chief Justice of Supreme Court, K.
adjournment was taken bee to hear him fire the opening gun development to the west and the south
fore a vote was reached. The voting R. Jayne.
of. the camnaiern. and. yielding to the bringing agriculture and manufacturr
Judge Criminal Court of Appeals, J
resumed tomorrow.
pressure of his supporters launch his closer together. The new statistics ul willIt be
on W. Henderson.
Is expected that the debate
own boom for the presidency.
ma nufac'tures compiled by the United the Wlrz monument
proposition wi!
Chairman of State Executive ComMr. Cannon spoke at some length States census office last year show come up tomorrow.
mittee, O. A. Garden, of Dallas.
and was Interrupted frequently b more clearly than any previous census
Commander-in-ChieDespite the fact that
f
deafening applause. He said:
the general benefit of the protective
Tanner strongly urged that POPOCRATS FUSE WITH
Mr. Cannon's Speech.
policy. The prosperity that has come a nrotest be made
the predion
REGULARS IN MNCOIA'
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of tho to the country under the Dlngley law of the monument
there Is a nro- -'
Lincoln, Neb., Auit. 16. At 5 o'clock
Convention: I thank you for this ex- has not been spasmodic nor sectional, nounced feeling that the matter is this morning after an all night session,
except that it has produced greater not one of which the Grand Army the democrats adjourned
pression of confidence and I congratuuntil 7
Into the should take official notice.
late you on the prosperous condition extension of manufacturing
purpose of holding a
for
the
o'clock
commander-in-chieadof conference with the populists regardcentral, western and southern states.
f
The new
of the country under republican
ministration. The republican party has This new census shows first that there the Grand Army of the Republic, R. ing some offices upon which the two
B.
Brown,
in
was
has
1845
per
a
larger
born
and
cent of Increase
followed the teachings in the parable has been
might fuse. This action
Mr. Brown is conventions
of the wise servant who returned to in the capital put Into manufacturing always lived In Ohio.
came after Ceorge W. Berge, the favnow
of
editor
the
Zanesville
Courier.
to
In
years
plants
h's
five
the last
hlR master the talent entrusted
than there
Mrs. Carrie Sparling, of St. Ivouls. orite of the populists for governor,
care multiplied ten fold. Clothed with has been in the product of these inhad been defeated iy the democrats
responsibility for the administration "f dustries. The actual Increase In capi- was tonight elected national president and after Berge had declined the nomof
the
Corps.
Her
Woman's
Relief
people,
80,000,000
was
$3,700,000,000
41
government
per
tal
of
or
cent
the
ination tendered him by the populist J,
we have sought to make a return that greater than the capital invested in principal rival was Miss Kate Jones The democratic portion of the stale
will benefit those who entrusted the 1900. The actual Increase In output of New York. Mrs. Sparling has pre- ticket follows:
talent to our care. We have succeed,- l was $3,364,000,000, or about 30 per viously held a number of high offices
Governor, Ashton C. Shallenbarger,
per cent over that of 1900. Capital has In the organization.
In making two blades of grass
Alma: lieutenant governor, William H.
under republican adminis- grown confident of its Investment and
Green, Creighton; secretary of state.
tration where one grew feebly before has turned back Into the plant a larg- INTENSE HEAT PROSTRATES
Carl R. Goucher. Wahoo; treasurer.
er share of its earnings, to Increase
MANY OF THE VETERANS Frank C. Bahcock. Hastings; attorney
under the democratic administration.
Mcthe demand for labor and ultimately
Since the election of William
Minneapolis, Aug. 16. The busi- general, L. I. Abbott, Omaha.
Klnley as president the business of the Increase the output.
ness sessions of the Grand Army beThis morning's conference between
country has doubled and the material
This census also shows that In the gan today. About one thousand five the democrats and poullsts resulted In
years
people
becone?
five
have
from 1900 to 1905 the
Interests of all the
hundred delegates were present. The the completion of a state fusion tickIn the number of wage earners most Important questions to be taken et, the populists being
better than ever before In our history;
permitted !
aye, better than the condition of any employed was 16 per cent over the up were the abolition of the canteen name the following:
Auditor, V. 1
people anywhere on earth In any time number In 1900, and the total wages from old soldiers' homes, and tho pro- Canady, Mlnden: land commissioner,
since history began. This is under the paid 30 per cent greater; In other posed erection of a monument to J. V. Wolfe, Lincoln; superintendent
words, the Increase In the total wages Henry Wlrz by the women of tho of public Instruction, Prof. Watson.
policies of the republican party as enpaid was almost twice the ratio oí the south. On the canteen question the Cherry county; rallwav commissioners,
acted into law by congress and exceut-ethis Increase In employment. To my mind delegates were about evenly divid- George Horst, J. W. Davis, Dr. A. P.
by the president. Attribute
there could be no more complete an- ed. On the question of the monu- Fltzslmmons.
condition to what cause you may, speW. II. Thompson, of
culate about It as you will, call It con- swer to the complaint that wages have ment to Wlrz there was on all sides Grand Island,, who was fusion nominee
a bitter feeling of opposition. The for governor two years ago, was enfidence In men or measures, the fact not advanced since 1900.
Tanner dorsed
report of Commander-in-Chie- f
remains that It exists and that there
Industrial Inereasfi.
the United States senate,
the work of the Grand Army and the for
never has been recorded any where
Hut the most significant figures in covered
democrats and populists electof
was
year.
made
mention
No
last
such Industrial development and sucii this new census are those which
ed to the legislature this fall are Incanteen question, but as to Wlrz, structed
a wave of prosperity as has swept over
by the state convention, tl
the greatest increase in Indus- atherecommendation
was
the
made
that
In
the last decade.
the United States
plants, capital,
trial
employment, Grand Army enter a dignified and vote for him.
of
the wages, and output took place. It was
Under the administration
erection
Dlngley tariff law there has been a In the central, western and south- emphatic protest against the has
caus
The heat
greater development In all forms of In- ern states, which a few years ago were of the monument.
Is
suffering.
estimated
It
dustry than has ever been reached lin- designated simply as agricultural sec- ed much
prostrations during the parado
dar any other revenue law since the tions of the country. Of the three bil- the
over a hundred. The great
government was organized. The sched- lion and a half dollars of new capi- numbered
majority of these were women who
ules of that law are not sacred, but tal put Into Industrial plants In these became exhausted by standing on the President's
Elected to Fill
the principle there embodied Is fun- five years more than one-haof it was streets waiting for the parade to pass.
Resigned.
Place of Seymour
damental. Slnre the enactment of the In the central, western and southern Many have left the city on account of
first revenue law under Waehlngt n states. New Rngland Increased her inthe heat,
down to the present time the perloits dustrial capital only $264,000.000; the
New York, Aug. 16. Representative
of prosperity have been under protec- middle Atlantic states $1,384,000,000;
I iiion
Nicholas Dongworth. of Cincinnati, toVeteran Officers.
tion, and the periods of adversity have the southern states, $(.75,000,000; the
day was elected secretary of the In16. The
Aug.
Union ternational
St. Paul,
been under the policy of free trade Of central states, $1,114,000.000, and the
policyholders' committer
reunanimously
union
has
Veterans'
only.
tariff for revenue
far western states, $271.000,000. The elected Richard L. Gorman, commander-in-- of the New York and Mutual Life Inprosperity
under percentages of Increase were: New chief;
This remarkable
companies to succeed Seymour
Major General George surance
the ,Dlngley law has not been for one Kngland 24 per cent; middle Atlantic Wentworth, Haverhill,
was liatón, who recently resigned. This acMass.,
rías-people.
the
It
has
all
but for
37.B per ont; southern, 72 per cent:
tion was taken Si a meeting of the exas first deputy commander-in- touched the artisan, the farmer, th central 42 per cent, and western, 73 named
committee at which Mr. Long-wort- h
and Oeneral H. II. Carr, Wichi- ecutive was
manufucturrr, and the common labor per cent. While the Increase In tho chief,
present.
commander-in-chieta,
deputy
Kan.,
second
of the country. AH have felt its beneA clerk will be employed to perform
old manufacturing centers of the east
The selection of the next
ficent Influence, and I measure my was normal and healthy, the Increaso place of meeting
was left to tho ex- the current duties, as Longworth W
words when I aay that the production In the central, western and southern ecutive committee.
leaving for his home In Ohio In a few
from all kinds of business enterprise states was In the nature of a great
Si
days to look after Ills political interhas doubled since that memorable year boom In Industrial development.
ests.
of 1896, when the country In Its dls,
The comparative Increases In labor GOVERNMENT WILL NOT
The committee also discussed canditrass turned to William McKinley, the and wages also were much greater In
dates for trustees for both the New
adchampion of protection, as the
MODIFY THE LAW York and Mutual companies and held
the west and south than In the old
vance agent of prosperity. The capi- manufacturing centers of the east. The
a conference with the
tal employed In our Industries has Increase In wage earners In New Eng
of the Mutual Life Policyholders' assolawages
doubled; the total
paid for
land In the five years was little more Minister of Public Worship Says ciation at which further progress was
I Yunce Stands Pat on Separbor have more than doubled In the
than ten per cent, and the total wages
made in the selection of a Joint ticket
ten years: the formers have lifted paid, 19.4 per cent; In the middle At
ation Act.
for Mutual trustees.
their mortgages and are enjoying the lantic states the Increases were: Wage
embarrassments of a surplus In the earners.
S
per cent, total wages, 25.
Paris, Aug. 16. M. Brland, minis- PAPA SENDS'KERMIT
savings banks; and laborers huvj per oent; southern states, wage earnceased to hunt for Jobs and have be- ers, 22 per cent, total wages 49.4 per ter of public worship, today discussed
TO MEET THE GRIZZLIES
come the hunted by the Jobs; In spite cent; central states, wage earners, 15.7 with several of his political supportof large Immigration from other lands, per cent, wages 32 per cent; western ers the pope's encyclical letter with
there la more worfe than worker !i states, wage earners,
Bon of President ami Friend Camp In
29 per cent, reference to the low for the separathis country today. Capital s cheap- wages. 59 per cent.
Wilds of South Dakota.
M.
of
state.
the
church
and
tion
er than ever before, and money pa i
More than this, the wonderful
government Is
the
Brland
that
denied
be had at less interest than anywhere
of manufacturing Industry disposed to negotiate with the pope
Aug. II. Kermll
Deadwood,
elae In the world.
The aun of pros., In I lie south and west has already for a modification of the law, which
with his young friend, John
every
on
part
of our moved the Industrial
parity la shining
center of tho he declared, must be aipplled as it Roosevelt
Immense stretch of territory from the country nearer to Its geographical stands. M. Rriand stated that the Heard, arrived here today for a visit
Atlantic to the Pacific and from tho center and It Is safe to say that today government believes that the act will with Captain Rah Bullock. United
great lake to the gulf and the Rio fully one-hawage be accented In the end and he sin- States marshal.
of the capital,
They will travel with a complot
Grande. We are at peace with all the earners' wages paid, and output from cerely desires that It should be so on
world, ami our Influence for peace, our manufactures Is In the central account of the internecine strife camping outfit and will be gone about
which refusal of the clergy to accept ten days. The boys came direct from
between two great powwhether It
I Oyster Bay.
(Continued on Pago T, Column 1.)
the law would entail.
ers In the Orient, or among the small
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Oreen. Queen, who was expected t
idead guilty, having made a full confession to certain persons here, waived examination and was remanded to
jail. His ball will be fixed later.
Further developments in the caso
are at a standstill pending the death
or recovery of Jose Chavez y Baca,
of Juan Mon- the aged father-in-latoya y Castillo, who shot Craig In
defense of Baca and the gold which
he was supposed to have buried at
the ranch, and which Craig intended
to steal. The old man is In a very
precarious condition as a result of
the terrific beating Craig gave him
over the head with his
Juan Montoya v Castillo a out on
bond, and had Queen pleaded guilty
as expected, would have been released at once. Castillo had his preliminary hearing also here today, and
was released on bond which he Immediately furnished.
Dwight and Milt Craig,' brothers of
Tom Crulg, arrived here Tuesday and
Dwight Craig has been placed under
arrest on the charge of being accessory to the crime, the charge being
based on the alleged fact that Dwight
Craig furnished his brother the horse
which he rode at the time of the attempted robbery. It is generally believed, however, that Dwight Craig
and his brother Milt are entirely Innocent and knew nothing whatever of
their brother's plan to loot the Baca
ranch. Dwight Craig was released on
his own recognizance to appear at the
call of the court.
Queen claims that he has a brother
In Chicago who is worth from $70,000
to $80,000. and has telegraphed thta
man to come at once to Socorro,
w

Chicago,

Duwes Receiver.
Aug. 16. Judge

Bethea
the United States district court today appointed Charles Dawes, presi
dent of the Central Trust company,
receiver of the Milwaukee Avenue
store, the majority of
which Is owned by President Htens-lan- d
of the Milwaukee Avenue vStat.-bank. The bond of the receiver was
fixed at $150,000.
In

i

To Issue Common Stock.
New York, Aug. 16. The directors
of the Chicago, Milwaukee A 8t. Paul

railroad at a meeting today decided
to Issue to stockholders $25,000,000
of the common stock of that company
which is now In the treasury of tho
company, having already been ntithor-Iie- d
by the stockholders.

LIE IN ONE MORGUE

Mabry Clamors To Be Sent
to Scene Bloodshed Only
People Callous With Carnage
a Matter of Hours,
and Young Girl Laughs as
l
Houston. Tex., Aug. 10. A
Bomb Tears Off Head of
from Brownsville, Texas, says:
sia-cin-

Further trouble Is feared here with
the negro troops. A citizens' guard of
150 men Is stationed tilong the ron.l
between this city and Fort Brown and
if the negroes attempt to leave Hie
garrison It Is the uvowed purMsc uf
the citizens to hoot them down. Four
bundled rlllcs were sold to citizen
yesterday, The rc!ort that the officers of Uie garrison nre themselves
afraid of the negro troops lias determined the citizens lo take no chances
Many
people are leaving their
homes on the side of the city near
Fort Brown. An uddilionnl appeal if
being mude to Governor lamhum to
send state troops. Business is nearly
suspended in the city.
It Is reported that the Texas Nation
al Guard troops now attending
the
maneuvers, at ramp Mabry, are clamto
oring to be sent
Brownsville. Sensational rumors have inllamed the
it
is
now believed that
and
militiamen
the negro raiders committed
the r
eent acts in Brownsville in retallutl .i
for the reported Intention of the Texas militiamen to use ball cartridges in
the event the United States permitted
the negro troops to participate In the
Camp
Mabry maneuvers. Adjutant
Genernl Hulln considers It unwise 1
send State troops to Brownsville.
--

GOVERNOR HAS BENT
RANGBR8 TO RE8CUK
Austin. Texas, Aug. 16. According
by Governor
to a telegram received
at
from the authorities
Lanham
Brownsville, conditions there are anything hut reassuring. While all Is
quiet today, It is reported that there Is
an armed body of men extending from
the city proper to the barracks and It
Is believed if the negro soldiers show
themselves there Is danger of Immediate and serious trouble. While the
governor will not make public the
of the telegram and will not
make an official statement concerning conditions there, it is learned that
by agreement with federal authorities
he has sent a ranger force to lirowus-vlll- e
to preserve order.
suo-Stan-
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Woman Before Her,
London. Aug. lfi. The Tribune's
Warsaw correspondent telegruphs a
description of the scenes witnessed by
him after the disturbances Wednesday.
"The hospital's surgeons, fatigued by
their labors" he says, "were unable to
attend to cases, and wounds diagnosed
as fatal were left to take their COUfste.
"The scenes In the morgues were
horrible. In one I counted 32 civilian
bodies, all dirty and dressed as they
fell.

"The people have grown callous with
I heard a young girl
laugh heartily at the sight of a woman
brain-pan
whose
had been torn off by
a bomb.
one
"In
hospital I saw a youth, w'i ,
when bayonetted yesterday (vV'edne-,-dayfeigned death. The soldiers tro
over him and their heavy boots crush
ud his lingers to a pulp; but he successfully stood the ordeal. He was carried to the morgue, when It wus discovered he wiiR alive. He Is now progressing favorably.
"Last night resulted In an orgy or
blood in the Jewish quarter.
The
number of persons clubbed or bayo
exceeds three hundred."
d
Odessa Robbery.
London. Aug. It. A dispatch from
a news agency from Odessa says that
early today fifteen anarchists took
possession of the railway freight station there, killed a police Inspector
who resisted them and carried off
eight thousand dollars.
"St. Bartholomew's Kve."
St. Petersburg, Aug. 16. The reign
of terrorism which the fighting organization of the social revolutionists declared immediately after the parliament was dissolved, has been begun
In earnest.
From all ports of the empire the telegraph brings the same
story of attacks on policemen accompanied in most cases by plunder. The
Polish revolutionists are especially
active. There Is a veritable reign of
icrror rrom tne Vistula to the German frontier. Almost fifty roses of
assasslnutlun were reported early last
night.
The Novoe Vremya today
heads Its list of murders and other
crimes, "St. Bartholomew's Eve in
Poland."
Massacre Grows In Horror.
Warsaw, Aug. 16. It is now stated
that during yesterday's massacre thirteen policemen, four police sergeants,
seven gendarmes and four soldier
were killed, and that eight policemen,
two gendarmes, two sergeants and six
soldiers were wounded. The Boldlers
in replying to attacks on the police
with volleys and charging the crowds,
killed thirteen men and two womrn
and severely wounded seventy persone and slightly wounded ninety-flvDuring the tight shots were heard
throughout the city, but the casualties
havo not been ascertained.
Five Policemen Killed.
Plock. Busslan Poland, Aug. 16.
liist night live policemen were killed
and two wounded. The assassins escaped.
too much death.

1
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High-Hande-
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GOVERNOR'S

APPEAL

NEGROES MURDER WHITE

FAILS TO SAVE VICTIM

MAN

AND

MAKE ESCAPE

Lynched Within a Hundred sheriff's Posse Searching the
Yards .of the Place Where
Woods for Three Fiends MAYOR ASKS PEOPLE
He Assaulted Young Woman
Who Break Out of Stockade
TO TAKE THE RECEIPTS
of South Carolina,
Near Charleston,
District Siivcrlntcndcnt of Drool, wi
Rupld Transit Arrested for Third
Time.
I

Greenwood, 8. C, Aug. 16. Bob
Davis, the negro who assaulted Miss
Jennie Brooks, near here Monday,
wus lynched here at 7 o'clock tonight.
Governor Heyward made a strong ftp
peal to save the negro, but the mob
was determined and shot the negro to
death.
Tho negro, who wo captured this
was positive
ternoon near Ninety-Sily Identified by Miss Brooks.
He was
to
led
within a hundred yards of the
Brooks home and lynched, a negro
Tho
woman firing the first shot.
man's body was fairly riddled by the
nan or nuiieis inai was pourru uuu
him.
x,

SANTO DOMINGO
IN A FERMENT AGAIN
Farther

Aguinsi

Demonstrations
Serious
Government

1

rift

rK,l't 3t rrNTS

Troops Attempt to
Leave Garrison Citizens DeAPPEARS AS BAND PLAYS
ocentIntended ;Victim of
of
clare They Will At Once Over Three Hundred Victims
"CAMPBELLS ARE COMING''
Robbers May Die,
Clubs and Bayonets of the
Shoot Them Down,
Soldiers in Warsaw's JewBorn in Birthplace of Governor Special to the Morning Journal.
Socorro, N. M., Aug. 16. Richard PEOPLE ARE FLEEING
ish Quarter.
Hogg He Will Be Second Queen, arrested as an accomplice of
Craig
Tom
in the murderous attack
. ' fc
FROM THEIR HOMES
the Baca ranch a tew days ago,
Native to Occupy the Ex- on
which resulted in the death of Craig,
THIRTY-TWhad his preliminary hearing here toBODIES
ecutive Chair.
day before Justice of the Peace Amos Texas National Guard at Camp

Pronounced Feeling That
Should Not Take
from the hand trades.
Official Notice of the Wirt?
Taking the testimony of President
Cleveland and Samuel Gompers as fco
Monument Matter,
deplorable
1894, 1895

PRESIDENCY

nil ninn

cessory But Believed Inn-

1905 to $2.661,409,858.
The value of the output of our manufactures in 1890 was $9,372,378,841
and in 1905. $14,873,818.425, not

LAUNCHES HIS BOOM

nruiunrn

General Manager of Great WAIVES EXAMINATION
Northern Named for GoverCASTILLO IS OUT ON BOND
nor by Unanimous Vote at
Dwight Craig Arrested as AcDallas.

1

Campaign With Magnificent
Speech at Danville.

FOR THE

VOTE OF THE

plaining that unparallelled
business
distress and lack of confidence markgreater
part
of his administraed the
tion. We also have the official statement of Samuel Gompers, president of
the American Federation of Lab.r,
that more than 3,000,000 worklngme.i
ware without work In 1894 and 1895,
and that work did not return to them
until 1897.
R, B Brown of Zanesville, 0.
According to the census of 1890.
there were J6, 525. 000, 759 capital inElected Commander in Chief
vested In manufacturing industries It.
the United States, whereas, according
of Grand Army at Minneapto the official figures, there were In
1905 $13,122,607,090 so invested. The
olis Yesterday.
average number of wage earners in
890, as given by the census, was
(and Mr. Gompers said
were without work in 1894 ARCHBISHOP IRELAND
and 1895. In 1905 the number was
not including those In the
GETS CHAPLAINSHIP
hand trades.
wages paid In 1890
The total
amounted to $1?891.309,696 and in

RECORD

THE CHOICE

1

a Month,
a Year.

srATtier. $5.00
Mall.
SBj

1906.

MEXICO. FRIDAY, AUGUST 17,

Washington, Aug. 16. Santo Do
mingo Is again In n ferment and nc- cording to dispatches received by the
state department more revolutionary
troubles are expected thero st any
time.
Unrest about Monte Christ! and
other northern ports of the Island
portend further movements against
the government and Commander Sutherland of the American fleet which
Is guarding the island against
expeditions,
has been
warned to be on the lookout for parties which are expected to reach the
Island from Porto Rico or other
neighboring islands.
rern-lutinna-

Aug. 16. FeignCharleston,
ing illness, three negro convicts, Alón-ioz(loodwln, Hammond Wilson and
George Kenny, serving long terms on
the chain gang near Ashley Junction,
stockade today.
remained In the
They asked for water and then overpowered H. Htello, the white guard,
S. C

o

New York, Aug. 11. Acting Mayor
McOnwan today Issued a proclamation
culling upon all cltlxens to refrain

from further disturbances along thn
lines of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
company leading to Coney Island, assuring the people that their rights are
to be fully protected under the rebato
receipt plan which has been adnpld
for those who pay the double fare now
In dispute.
W0O(jjj.
For the third time since the two-far- e
dispute began, William Newberry,
FIFTY-ON- E
EARTHQUAKE
dlstrletsuperlntendent
of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit company.
as arrested
IN
EIGHT
HOURS
SHOCKS
tonight charged with aseaaltlng a passenger last Monday.
Two Inspectors were also arrest
111,1- -,
It
I.ncla
lo
St.
Fair
Island of
tonight on a warrant charging assault.
Itlvul of Socorro.

and cut his throat with a butcher
knife. The two trusties at tho stock
ade were locked In by the men, who
donned civilian clothing and escaped
Into the nearby swamps.
A sheriff s posse Is searching
tne

OmCUUM
Kingston, Island of St. Vincent, Aug
II. An ourthuuake wus experienced
here August 14, and several shocks
ftnd trcmorg WPn. fP, on st. Lucia
There were four shocks here August
2 and on the
Island of St. l.uci.i.
within the spare of eight hours, there
were flfty-on- e
distinct shocks.
Soiilli American Kliaken
Buenos Ayres, Aug. II. An enrth-quak- e
shock was felt In the province
of Mendoza at 9 o'clock lust nU(ht
With
Telegraphic communication
Chile has been Interrupted as a result.
While II Is believed that no serious
damage was done, a panic prevults
among the population.

DKNV

INCITING TO RIOT
New York, Aug. 11. John
Culdorwood, vice president; Dow S.
Smith, general traffic msnsger end
William Newbury, superintendent of
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company,
were arraigned In police court in
Brooklyn today charged with Inciting
to riot. They pleaded not guilty and
were held for hearing tomorrow In
one thousand dollars bail each, whh-lwas given. The case grew out of the
disorders resulting from the attempts
of the company to collect a double
rare to Coney island after conflicting
court decisions as to whether or not
the company Is entitled tu more than
five cents.
i
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BUSY TIMES

HE

MENDOZA

MOK

ROASTS
REYES

PRESIDENT
-

MINES OF

Xew York. Aug
tomorrow will say:

1

Tribune

The

There hn jut be. n made public in
"pen letter written by lHego Mendo.a.
at
recently minister of Colombia
Washington, to a member of the
in
In
Hogota,
whim
assembly
President
the diplomat denounces
Iteycs, of Colombia, as a traitor to all
country and accuses him of iixtromt
bad faith.
Never, perhaps, has there lie n penned Kticii a scathing denunciation if
ill" head of a government hy a dlplo
mat, aaaalnated bv the man he attacked.
Senor Mendoza who has Just recently returned here from London,
lier
us a member of the Colombian congress, he represented Colombia at he
llanientary union, declared
btti
that President Iteyea has. for fifteen
years, entered Into a secret agreement
with PraaldOnl Amador of Puna:. a
under which the former department of
Colombia assume? a part uf tho Copractically
lombian debt, thereby
abandoning Colohtbjhvk rigiits on thi
iathmus and this, he says, stamps
Reyes as a traitor.
He tells also of
I'm ni' nt Reyea'
supposed financial
Inter el In the Nghthouse at Colon a id
ass. i ts that the
president sent t
Washington an agent authorized to s l
the lighthouse to the United states far
1100,000, for whic h service he promised íhé agent a commission of 10 per
cent.

W MEXICO

ul

Eastern Part of Territory Has
Shown the Greatest Activity
Few
During
the
Last
Weeks,
Mining activity In New Mexico say
hi Improving
the Mining Ueport-rthe districts become better known IM
as the results of operations encourage
prMpectBii
" cover Ac terrttoiy
more thoroughly.
The once famnu
gold cantil nt I'lnos Alto is report! i!
to be growing in number.
It waa
the s enc of considerable activity scv- -'
i
ll dcfaqée ago and has a bietory
similar to that of many other mi run i
amps In the vi st. it has been .1
Uve whenever good strikes win mads
which attracted the usual rush
"f
pro
tors, and has subsequently de- dined into inactiivty when the or
dkl overedj were temporal. !y worked
out. The advent of the Comgncu
company la proving to be one of the
greati t ut'dlfts in the district aad
will in time attract many other oper-- 1
,

i

i

IttDf

.

jured

Fifty

in-

hem.
Some Interest attaches to the proposed development of copper ore bod-ief-

1

districts where turquoise ha

territory ha
been mined.
This
producer of
made quite a record as
this gem mineral, but it is now believed that below the turquoise dc- 00 Its there will he discovered copper
ores of much greater value. A shaft
recently sunk to a depth of ninety
feet h is proved that eopper muy i
developed In paying quantities, u vein
e
twelve feet in width, carrying
tier cent silica and nine pel
seven-tv-llv-

copper having been discovered.
Orugrsmde Hacera.
Placer oeeeaitaaa in the vicinity of
irogrande will be conducted on ft
large scale by the Elomrtc Mining
and Milling company, which, it was
tnnounood last month, would install
plant. Prenpatlliig on the
.i 100-to- n
gravel deposits has revealed values
running as high as f t per cubic ynrd.
and as these deposits can be cheaply
Worked, there in no apparent reason
why a large profit should not be made
In their operation.
A rich lead-silvstrike was reported from Chloride Flats, near Silver Cltv last month, and some ore has Will Invesigata ( tops Raited
in
since been shipped. The production
Southern Slutcs.
satisfactorily,
ore
zinc
continues
of
and the output of iron In the terriWaahlngon, Aug.
16.
tory is as heavy as ever, with the
Philippine
proapecl of being Increased to 1,000 students sent to this country by the
Insular government to study agricultons per doy,
ture will bereafer devote their attensiUcr City Smelter.
The 6 ton furnace and one smaller tion hlefly to the southern states,
Inn lot) furnace are now In opcratl tt when sugar, tobacco and other crop?
well suited to the Islands are grown
at the Silver City reduction works a.nl
At
present there are
will be kept in constant operation ' r exclusively.
thirty young Filipinos In the Cnltcd
an indefinite period.
in various
will he State- studying farming
A ieoond 2M ton furnace
In hilled lust (is soon as the supply of agricultural schools throughout the
north,
rn
states.
ore will justify It. whjeh the official
Ue,
of race prejudice In the
of the company think, win be within south uise
young Filipinos have not
the
i he nevt six months.
taken kin. In to the Idea of attending
The Coinniirhe cotnoany now has south
institutions, but as corn is
nil Its enormous ore bins nt the smel- prnct in
crop
ally the only
ter full and is receiving numerous cars whh ll Is grown In their northern
home country
of ore from the f iirroitiidlng camps mans of the young students realize
rtfllly.
The company hns closed a con- that ley should go Into stales where
trae! with the Harmooe Crrpper com- tropi
toils nourish, and this fall a
pany Of Hanover for the trritlnjf of numler of the hov will take up work
all Its otitniit from Its several mln
la L' uislana and other places In the
in the Hanover district, which mcam far south.
dully.
of
tonnage
ore
an enormous
W. A. Sutherland, of the bureau of
Last Chance MUI.
insular affairs, who ha charge of the
two
Mining
Company,
Chance
The Last
hundred Philippine students in
operating In the Mogollón district, has- this country, will leave Washington
tew days for New Orleans, and
iri a contrae) during the last few day In
fur a 190 ton addition to Its mill Bear will make n study of conditions In
the famous Last Chance mini., ivhi, ll the luth preparatory to locating ttu
It
no who desire to go there.
Is considered one of the richest pro-du- PI
r In Hi" Mogollón section. The Is noli known get whether the young
agricultural
will
Stud
enter
nis
Klspass roller quartz mill will be us'-ischools or will take up work in a
entirely by this company.
practical
mor.
manner
bv going on
Curlsliad Cement
cL.
the plantations and actually assisting
A. v. NUIeon, secretary ami trcaa
v. W tin the production of crops common to
Orar; J. P. Church, president;
o island home.
Herbert, maimger, and
Herbert, hi Th
tlrst boys to go south will In
vice president, respei lively, of the Oriwho came to this country thr."'
those
ental Cement and Plaster company, of year ngo and are to finish their
rfeepnU. were in Carlsbad on an incoir s in agricultural study noilspection tiip to the cement beds of the year.
Ildefonso PatdO, who has studcompany, the beds lielnn Incab d
led agriculture for two years at PutV
K.
&
101,
X
lines,
of
J
the
fe.le
I.
due unlverilty, in Indiana, will h"
mHet north of Cartabad and rnmnl-Inamong the pioneer students in LouisM acres.
He Is at present working In a
iana
The secretary fall the company h id Chit ago soap factory getting a practino stock for sale nt present, all the ca! knowledge of Amelle. in OUalaeSS
far having been taken by methods ami Industry.
Roawell people
Light more Philippine students, sent
The deposit also contains a larg' to the United State by the governpercentage of Poetland cement as well ment, will arrive at San Francisco on
as the plaster cement. The hods It (he Kihcla on the I 1th of September
adjacent to the railroad and arraug.
Mr Sutherland will meet them an
menls are now under way to build a dOClde what schools they are to
spur track there
It Wat the punióse Of the PhilTo Develop ( arlsbml Copper,
ippine government to send fifty more
Word ha
Just
been received In students tin year, hut the examina( 'n rKli.id
from Secretary Hamilton of tions were so difficult thHt only six
Kuykendell
Mining com succeeded in passing them, and two
Copper
the
party from Lou lav ule, Ky.. that a big other m re designated to come to th
deal had been practically closed there country as special students
In pharA large capitalist of Louisbv him.
macy
Heretofore the examinations
ville has become Interested In the for students desiring to take eOUroeO
propositi Ofl to the extent of $.10.000.
the Philippine government's ex- and lia made a bond for Í.V0A0 as a at
in the Pnlted States have been
penOt
h
whi
In
a
forfeit.
ha been nlni ed
easy, because the PhilLalHI Irvine bank subject
to the order comparatively
schools did not prepare
ippine
of the company In the event th"
to pass such difficult examina
whole amount Is not on depOOft hy
hs are required for admission in
Iter ember of this vear.
This deal lions
and u hi versll e
now assures the putting through of all Ann rn an college
the nlans of the enmpanv. which In- -i The result has been that the studcuis
lude not only the development of the sent here have boon compelled lo take
upper and gold claims, but the oil st least one year of preparatory wots
before entering upon a universl y
n
proj ts as well, which A. IV. L
This has limited their actual
of i;
eli ironounce as fine as course
collegiate work to three years. The
he has ever seen.
Philippine schools sre now prepared
to give a thorough high aohool course,
Hunt for (Wild. Finds Wife.
Decatur. III.. Aug. lis A trip to and the Philippine commission his
Oregon for gold and back with a raided the requirements for students
la hie was the Jtttle romum e of Her- coming to this country. Ihst they miy
man Toung. a i.iisnes man of rilue be a Me to devote all of heir four
Mound. Toung succeeded In conduct-- n years' time lo advanced work.
store In the home town, and went
west in the hope of acquiring wealth. GOVEfiNMÉÑtÉXPERTS
He ventured, with other, In a gold
mining enterprise, and mads money,
FIGHTING TEXAS FEVER
nnd In the course of prospecting fell
Mil

er

i

i

e,

i

Hath House
Connection.

i

i

-

g

i

Nil-so-

I

In with Mine flattie R. took, who was
Interested In the same project. They

Washington. Aug. It. Eradicating
thrown no much together In
the business undertaking that their Texa fever from southern cattle hasi
assumed almost the proportions of
marriage at (Irani Pas. Ore., followed, and the couple have come back to crusade. The discovery of the
tick and a knowledge of how
Illinois to live.
were

fever-bearin-

g

I KXAMINE TIIEM FRKE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted Gnar-antoeAbsolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

House on Ice.
d

Especially Suitable for
Dinners

CARNES, 0. D.
Graduate Optician
Ynnnw
114 Tt. R. Aw
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Hbs to Eat"

With

WORLD

We want you to try our
Bakery Goods.

We know

they will please you.
We use nothing but the
best and purest of everything in the manufacture
of our products.
quality and purity
counts with you you will
use no other than our
products,
If

TT.

Southwestern

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
R- - P. HALL. Proprietor

Brewery

and let us show
you our bakery and the
way we bake our goods,
Call

WITH AMPLE MEANS
Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grate
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
Mlllin- - Machinery In Our Specialty

BANK OF COMMERCE w ALBUQUERQUE, N, M,

FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Alhnaoenroe

PROPER AOCOMMODATIO
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVER
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

T H E

CAPITAL,

EUREKA PAINT

Officers
SOLOMON

FOR. ROOFS

r

el

and Directora:
LUNA.

Preeldent.

W. J. JOHNSON,

W. 8. BTRICKLER,

-

and Casli'.er.
GEORCM
WILLIAM MoINTGSn.
under water, after, once set. A raiu
A. M. BLAOKWELL.
coming on fresh paint will not wash it. J. O. RALORIDOE.
There is No Acid in It

Assistant Cashier.

nt

Sold by the gallon, or

taken

We use "home made'1
receipts for our layer
cakes, cream puffs, German cimamon cakes, etc.,
and they are as good as
can be,

for

contracts

painting

will

ARNOT.
O. K.

OROMWIJt.

be-

Leading Druggtsis

roofs. Address
BORRADAILE & CO.

Oold Ave.

Both Plioites.

Albuquerque, N. f.

Mail Orders Pilled Snmc Day Received.

Albuquerque

THE GLOBESfOREl

We make-- Nut
iiuc, 60c
Cakes, each
Chocolate Cakes . . . 25o, 40, SOc
50c, COc
Date Cakes
Cocoamtt Cakes... 25c, 40c, 50c
30c
Cream Puffs, dozen
Chocolate I'Mnii .i, dozen ... 30c
15c
Jelly Rolls, per cul
20e
Cup Cakes, dozen
,r,e, 10c, 20c
Pies, all flavors

FEW OF THE GOOD THINGS BELOW THAT YOU FIND IN
LADIES', MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S HOSIERY; IN ALL

A

SHADES,

COLORS

AND

rut

10c
10c
10c

Hulls, dozen
tuns, etc, per dozen

Pcr-iaiWelcome Assembly,
Paris. Aug. 16. The Figaro say-that the Persian minister of finance
hns received an official dtopatch from
the grand vizier that the stiah has
decided to convoke a national assembly.
The decisions reached by the
assembly will be promulgated as laws
after receiving the shah's sanction.
There la great rejoicing throughout
the country as a result of the action.
The refugees have left the Hritish
embassy and the priests who had fled
are returning to Teheran.

1

is

The

Jaffa

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to Eat"
Mail

Orders Killed Same Day
as Received.

LADIES' HOSE
V9

5632,
5622,
4616.
5538,
5503.
1445,
1420,
1403,

4155,

BAD
J.

1).

Bakln.

Q. Oloml, V. P.

SATURDAY,

10c

Cookies, dozen

i

WEIGHT; ON SALE

AUGUST 18, AT THE GLOBE STORE:

German cinnamon Cakes, per

Chas. MelinI, See
o. Bachechl, Treat

the con
Liquor Co.
gress of Cernían apthropologlstl now
meeting nt Corlitz Prof. lliau. n Well
known authority on diseases of the Bel Successors to Mellnl & K.ikin and
i
read a paper on the formation of
Bachechl & Gloml
ears of criminals and lunatics. Prol
DEALKHS IX
WHOLESALE
Hlau has taken accurate measurement
of i.oiii ears, of Which I5 belonged
to lunatics and Í143 to male criminals, WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
all Hermans.
Wfl handle everything in our Une.
The professor concludes that In
vast majority Of cases the various Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
parti Of the external ear are larger In Price List, issued to dealers only.
the case of criminals and lunatics than
BOTH PHONES.
In normal persons.
This is especially
noticeable in the helix or outer border
of the ear, nnd also In the lobe. Ac
cording to Prof. Hlau the larger th
llellx Is the lower Is the stale of mental development. The hearing faculty,
on the other hand, Is keener. Prof.
Hlau Illustrates his theory with a reference to the auricles of apes, which
all possess an extended outer border.
Prof. Plan remarks that abnormal development of the outer border Is moec
noticeable among criminals charge
with sexual crimes than among otnr
classes of criminals.

Consolidated

Hefore

lSO.aaa.at

"

Is Impervious to heat anil pntrl- tt tultl
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden

117

company today, the statement was
given out that no announcement
would be made today regarding no-- a
Hon on he question of
dividend.

MEN'S EARS ARE BIG

Ice Company

St

To Rust Tin

x-

Reeralar Price.

Champagne lisle

40c

Tan lisle lace
Blue embroidered

60c
75c

lisle

White lisle..
White cotton
White lisle lace
Grey lisle lace

...

40c
25c
65c
65c

Champagne lisle lace

65c

Tan, blue and brown lisle lace

35c

Sale Price

35c
45c
60c
30c
20c
45c
45c
45c
25c

MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S HOSE
Refalar Price.

-

560,
9547,
9559,
893,
1

1881,

2613,
1969,

Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'

white
white
white
white

lisle

30c

lace lisle
lace
and black lace

tan lisle lace
black lace
black lace lisle

.25c
20c
25c
35c
20c
35c

Sale Price

20c
20c
15c
1 5c

25c
10d

25c

i

I

util-den- ts

BeerSyhons

EyesTrouble You?

Prop

COMP'Y

GROCERY

con-elusi-

I!. rlln. Aug. 10.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

!u

THE JAFFA

Union Pacific Dividend Uncertain.
New York, Aug. 16. At the
of the meeting of the execa- tlve committee of the Cnion Pacific

PR0FESS0RSÁYS

Ron

Draught Beer
Delivered at your

mm-part-

iron deposits are being inspected by
apltalists, with a view to developing

MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

Do Your

F.I Pasa, Tex., Aug. 16.
A
Herald
special
from
Chihuahua. Mexico,
which waa received late today, contains the following account of the dynamite explosion there yesterday:
Two curs of dynamite were blown
to atoms a mile south of the Chihuahua iMWot on the Mexican Central
railroad. Two women, two children
and eight men, all Mexicans were kill
ed. A. L. Lewis, an Ann lie.in i mplny-0- d
by the Robinson Mining company,
was Injured.
Several steel curs uin!
all buildings In the vicinity of the explosion were annihilated. This explosion caused another explosion in the
Andres oobolltO factory, two blocks
away. In the t xphWon of this factory three persons were blown v
placel and thirty others were wound
ed. The factory was wrecked. The
Minist'i' Caul ltcsi;ii
shocks were felt over the entire olty,
Madrid, Aug. III. In the course of
windows being cracked and plaslci
a cabinet meeting, count Romarionea,
rOOUOnod
In many of the houses.
mlniatcr of justice, who is responsible
for Spain's attitude towards tin vati- Speeds the Parting Guest,
Cronberg, Aug. 16. King Edward can, offered to resign, with the view "o
preventing difficulties. The other mln-lata- n
left Prledrichshof this morning. Emrefused lo allow him to resign.
peror William accompanied him i
They
declared their determination o
Cronberg, the next road station. Tii
leave taking of the sovereigns was defend strongly the supremacy of the
particularly cordial. The king proceed- state over the church by every means
ed to Marlonbad, accompanied by Blr in their power. They hoped the VatiFrank Lacelles, British ambassador to can would abandon Its unjust attitude
and not force a conflict.
c.ermnny, and the emperor returned t
The Vatican seems to be trying to J
rnearicnahof,
enforce in Spain the predominance Ü
has lost In other countries. The pub-H- e
YOUNG FILIPINOS
Is little Interested In the dispute
politician regard the Issues nSf
STUDYING AGRICULTURE but
very important.

White Oaks.
nun of While ijaks in Lincoln

KLBUQUERQUE,

around

MRS. WM. ROGERS,

n-.- e

Central.

'l'h'
...in . is showing more activity than
for several years. These gold mines
are ag in being operated and coal and

in

anil Nearly

Otero's

Washington, Aug. 16. "The pro-- 1
gross in gunnery made by our navy
In the last few years hns been simply
wonderful, and It is difficult for
to conceive how any other natfOAl
could have improved faster. You cun- not speak too highly of tin improve-- 1
merit we have made."
The above statement was made by
Hear Admiral Bradford today while
discussing the comparative records
made by the Hritish and American
navies in target practice. Many oilier American naval officers are unanl-- J
tin ms in declaring the American gun-no- r
leads the world In marksmaiishl;.
by some of
It has been suggested
these officers that the American navy
designate one ship, preferably a bat- tleshlp, manned with picked gun crews,
and for the Hritish nuvy to designate
a similar ship, and for both to be sent
m
to neutral waters, with a
a
Judge and refirces,
and hold
shooting tournament,
Officers expressed the opinion til:. t
such n contest Is entirely possible, and
that the resulting score would demon
strate there Is not a navy which can
compete with thai if the cnited
States.
Admiral Bradford stated that it WttSI
his understanding that the tesis in the
two services are entirely difieren I In
conditions, and that It is almost
lie- to make a comparison
tween the two.

in Accident on Mexican

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

Beet of Accommodationa

d

LEADS THE

17, 1906.

HOT SPRINGS

Is now open all the year

"Good

EXPLOSION TERRIFIC
Fifteen Killed

JEMEZ

THE AMERICAN GUNNER

CHIHUAHUADYNAMITE

Prospectors and miners In the Rail
River Mining district are, plegaed to
lean that the government has ordar
ed a resurvev to establish the south
boundary of the sangre de disto or
Costilla grant. For yens there has
been a dispute betweea the miners of
the Red ltivcr district anil the agent
of the grant as to thu loc ation of this
homi'i ii y, and deeds given by the gov
have not agreed with the
eminent
Held notes. ..-- there are several good
on the disputed ground,
properties
tin' n survev of tho boundary will
tend to m ike Operations there more
.stable.

fever-Infecte-

AUGUST

STONE HOTEL

cit-Ise- n.

aal

Colombian t'secnllti
Traitor nnd l'rtk.

n

it could be exterminated is almost the
same thing lo the ittc man that the
mosquito transmission theory of yellow fever has been to the average
The department of agriculture
has issued several publications on the
subject, and the theory of the disc.:'-anthe methods of ridding pasture!
of the lick are so generally understood that the official. of the bureau
of animal Industry think they will be
able, if the farmers of the south a.e
thoroughly aroused ,to lift the quarantine Which ha so long existed against
the pout hern half of the I'mIP .1 Stat,
and will not only save the southern
farmers millions of dollars annually
in the direct fever losses, but will increase the wealth of the tooth directly
by making cattle raising and hom
feeding of the population possible
where it has never been so before.
With this in view the depailnn nt of
agriculture has prepared a small leaflet for distribution to the fanners of
bell
the whole of the
ailing on them to clean their cattle of
the Texas fever tick and showing how
it can be done most easily. The success of the crusade will depend on Ununited action of the farmers throughout the fever belt. Hut if this is assured, as the officials hope It will be
the quarantine ought to be lifted ne.-- .t
year.

FRIDAY,

Rumored Ciinnril Sale,
Liverpool, Aug.
it is rumored
that the Cunnrd line has sold or
negotiating with Ihe Hungarian gov&
ernment for the sale of the vessels engaged In the Hungarian emigrant
n confirmation of the report
trade.
Is obtainable, as most of the leading
Official! of the company are nway on
DIRECTORS
th'ir vacations.
It Is staled that the Hungarian government has no Intention of buying th
emigrant vessel
of the Cunnrd ft'
pn cut. although there were negotiaEmbalming is Oar
tions to this end with Count Andras-s- .
minister of the Interior, u fortnight
Specialty
ago.
It is reported
that a company H
forming under the auspices of the Al-rl- a Cor. Fifth Street and Ballroad Avenue
ami North German Lloyd oompo-tile- s Old Phone Illk 1198
New Phone UJ
with the object of buying the,'
ship, hut the negotiations also have-Mepoet poned until autumn.

i.

ADAMS

Infants' Lisle Hose,

in

pink, blue and white, per pair
or two pair for 25c

15c

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY OF HOSIERY AND SHOES
COME
IN AND SEE US
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

The Big Globe

Sip

on W. Railroad Ave

DILGARD

FUNERAL

'

in Hoi- - for Icveuge,
Judge fto the barber sentenced to
death) If you have a last roques:,
thOOOgli will lie glad to grant It.
Harher I should like to shave tin
attorney. Jugend (Muprosecuting
nich )
MORNINQ JOURNAL
WANT ADS

tniNO

REHULTS.

WANTED A nnner enn hnve no
want ad rnlumna have been of real
service.
This nntier wants your
friendshlD on lhat basis.

better friend thnn those to whom Its

Sonrt

DEFENDED.
JnOCUatD AND
furiK'rt parví, ami fn.t a Mírica, how ttí olrtala piUmU, mulo

Mcintosh Hardware Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

model,

report
tiubrfca,

enprrfcfet. la, IN ALL COUNT I EB.
Pultuns dirrrt aUk Washington saw limr,
m i.y anJoflrn Ikt fattnl.
Patent ind Infringement Practice Eicluiivtly.
WrlS or nini. tt UN at
U Slats stmt, oop tTiitaa State. P.teat
WABHINOTON, O. C.

0c,

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

BI6 CITIES

ment oí its
metal poles.

ARE

telephone

lines

with

MANY ENGINES AUK
HANDLED AT HUTCHINSON
There are many engines handled at
the Santa Fe roundhouse In Hutchinson, says a dispatch from
thai
town.
There are eight regular en- -

FtGHTINB OVER

glncs here everv nieht and there are
several others which have to be taken
In the roundhouse for cleanlmr and
RATES
for slight repairs every day. There
have been nearly three hundred handled in the past month and on July
21 Hound House
Foreman Morphy
engines. It
All Commercial Centers After took care of thirty-eigmakes Hutchinson quite an important
point for the Santa Fe engine work,
Readjustment
a
Which when there is no division located
here. There are a good many extra
Would Give the Railroads a freights on the Panhandle lines, the
Hutchinson & Southern, and those
engines have to be eared for here.
Cold Chill,
Quita a number of bad order ears
are also repaired here every day and
It Is the intention of the company to
CHICAGO, ST, LOUIS AND
lengthen the rip track and 'make this
business still more extended here.
KANSAS CITY IN SCRAP There is a demand for many car repairs here for there is such a large
local business in Hutchinson for the
There has been his year, as Vice Santa Fe that this is necessary.
President Biddlc of the Hock Island,
Laying Heavier Hails at Kmporla.
h.is put it. "an epidemic of demanda
An Emporla dispatch says;
The
from the commercial centers ot the Santa
Fe is taking up the old
west for a readjustment of freight
rails that were used on the
rates and every one of them involves
track running from the yards
changes in basic principles which if south
to the junction. This change is necesmade at one point would involve all sary since the Improvements were
the others." Among these complainthe junction making this
ing centers are Kansas City and other made at
the one for all freight trains
Missouri river points, Chicago, Den- track
to
run on, from the yards to the
ver and Salt Lake. Because of these junction,
and the small rails are not
conflicting demands western road heavy enough
for the large engines
have determined to hear all tiie
that are now used on the main line
and make whatever change fredght trains. The Santa Fe Is also
are found meessury at one time. ballasting and fixing up the cut-oChicago's appeal for a reduction of better condition than ever before, In
rates to
points (I. e.,
Missouri river points. Omaha to KanSPECIAL SALE.
wiirnsk;,
sas Citv. Kahmh
Colorado.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
Utah and the territory south thereof)
the Cash Buyers' Union, 122 x. (Secwithout a corresponding reduction to ond
street:
those points from St. Louis, thus re- 2 pkg.
of force
25o
ducing the differentials of Chicago
Postum
Cereal, per pkg
20c
over St. Louis, and the reply of St.
Wheat,
per
of
Cream
pkg
15c
Louis that the existing differentials Barrel of
(linger
Fresh
25'?
Snaps.
...
nre fair and just have been the prin 3
lbs. fresh Soda Crackers
tSc
cipal arguments presented to the wes Coffee,
3 pkgs. for
BOe
tern trunk line officials.
2 cans of Cotton Tomatoes
25c
In a nutshell, Chicago's argument, :t",e
25c
and Java Coffee
which was presented to the trafile of- Best Mocha
75c
Tea
50c
ficials by Mr. Barlow, of the Chicago Best 60c Tea
40c
commercial association is: The comBiggest
bargains
In
city,
the
mercial conditions of Chicago and St. outing Flannels, per yard
Gc
Louis are similar; both towns are in
15 per cent off on Boys' Suits.
the heart of the producing and manuSmall lot of sample shirt Waists at
facturing district of the country; the half
price.
bests come from free competition of
Ail goods delivered.
different centers regardless of disWM. DOL.DK,
Prop.
tances; and therefore the rates from
Chicago and from St. Louis should
TUB SPECIAL SALE THAT
approach each other.
COUNTS."
Because Chicago is not largely deAttend the Golden Hule Dry Qoodl
pendent upon New York for Its merchandise, hut draws from all quarters Co.'s Cash Clearance Sale. Thursday.
only lasts ten days.
of the United States and is in itself August 9,
a manufacturing and producing cen
Make hay while the sun shines."
ter of great magnitude, St. Louis holds Q reat reductions In every depart
that Chicago is not entitled to a re- - ment.
ductilon of Missouri river differentials
".Money Talks."
based on the idea of equalizing the
Visit our new clothing department
St.
east.
sums of the locals from the
for men and boys,
Louis further states that the differen
umoagn
m
r
ravor
01
east
trom
tnc
tials
onrix-nteif vo need
telephone
Mil,-- .
Al,,
vi.t ,,i(e-- ,
Ill
He.Nseldon.
Auto Phono 580.
,'I1,
the differentials demanded by that
city to the Mlsourl river anil western
The very nest or nansas City beef
points over the rates from St. Louis, and mutton at Kmll Kleinwort's. 112
and this would seriously affect the North Third street.
commercial growth of St. Louis if It
were true that New York is the
Tilly-h- o
mountain excursion to
source of supplies. Hence St. Louis Camp Glencoe,
Sunday
morning,
requests that the rate situation be al- Bound trip and dinner
$1.25. Tickets
lowed to remain as it is.
at C'lllelly's, 4 p. m. Saturday.
al7
Tho Kansas City petition asks of
the wes'.ern roads that the locals
TODAY!
TODAY!
from St. Louis and Chicago roads reNEW ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
main unchanged, but that proportion'
NEW PICTURES.
als be established from these points,
PKWY PARLOR, 2Ui' S. SECon business originating east of the
OND STREET,
ana-Illinois
state line, which shall
be lower than the corresponding loA Money Saving Event.
cals. They request that through rate'
On Thursday. August 9, the OOl- me
oast "'"''"don Hule Dry Goods Co. started
be estabiisned from
shall he about 14 per cent lower than ,,,,,,, famous Cash Clearance Sale.
the present sums of tile 10, 11s. isan You know what these sales mean. A
ras uuv claims mat its supplies
ionev saving event for you
drawn largely from the cast and that Dnn.t fa ,f) t,omo
gee nur la rge.
its importance as a commercial center.
bargains,
11
of
establishment
warrants
the
through lates Which shall not be has- Tin'
ed on the sums of locals.
through rates to Chicago and St
Louis arc not based on locals through
Why,
Cleveland nnd Cincinnati.
then, should the through rates to
Kansas City be based on the locals
through Chicago and St. Louis?

FRIDAY,

'

DanderineAWDO

ñ

SUFFERS

QUR FALL OPENING OF

GREW THIS HAIR

REM

And we can

PROVE

BUT LITTLE

Boys' and Youths' Clothing

IT
F ROM

FIRE

You can count upon the fingers of cue ham! those manufacturers who produce strictly reliable, trustworthy hoy .'
clothes; who have the knowledge, experience and methods necessary to make garments that will fully satisfy you. "
The XTl'AGOOD label on our clothes is the mark of the
,
hest hoys' clo! line; made. This superiority is due portly to the
heller quality U the woolens and linings used by the makers:
partly to the yle and good taste they know how to put into
garments, am in large part to their honest, conscientious Wl
in tailoring.
In XTRAGOOD you get clothes of sterling worth. The

ht

corn-paint-

s

ff

trans-Missou-

Perfect System of the Hotel;
Restores Order Within Few
Hours After Flames Were'
Subdued,

Indi-

jre,,,

Tried to Wreck Snntu Fe Train.
Chicago dispatch says: Detec-Uve- a
said today that efforts were
made by union teamsters yesterday
to wreck a Santa Fe passenger train j
by
picnic,
attended
A teamsters'
more than five thousand persons, was
held yesterday at Santa Fe park, and
on the way back to the city an accident occurred which caused the death
of George Moe, eighteen years old;
and fatally Injured his sweetheart,'!
Minnie Gursjek, seventeen years old.
The train was under high spec
when an airbrake tube broke. There
was a sudden Jar, and the rear coach
separated from the rest of the train.
The two victims of the accident werestanding on the next to the last platform nnd ns the Jolt occurred were
knocked between the cars. Sergeant,
Rohan, who was in command of the
policemen detailed at the picnic, said
between
that there was
factions of the union and that he
someone who desired to obtain
revenge upon persons on the train
e
may have purposely severed the
tube. The matter Is under investigation,

The perfect system of the Harveys
never showed Itself to better ndvant- age than yesterday morning in tho A
varado hotel after the smoldering fit
beneath the kitehen had damaged that
importan) portion of the building and
filled the entire hotel with a smoke dense as to lead to the belief that the
entire building was In llames.
n
Within a few hours alter the
declared the flair.,- - entirely out
order had been restored and break- fast was served In the hotel dining
--

MRS. ANNIE E. SHEEHAN,
Weir City, Kamat.
Yon must remember that falling hair and
d.indrnfl aroslpusof decay, or a dlseasod condition of thn scalp, and y;m must not delay
treatment. To do so simply means moro loss ot
hair, and a greater Impoverished 31'alp, and
finally no hair. The wlw tiling to do Is to cor-- :
red It In the start. D.ind crine works woudcro
In nil such cases. It will qnlrlUy regenerate tho
enfeebled tissues, nnd make your hair grow
more beautiful than it over was. NOW at all
druggists, thrco sizes.
per bottle.
and
KNOWJLTON DAN 1) I ItlM CO., Chicago

25c., 50c

$1.00

SANTA FE TELEGRAPHERS
RECEIVE RAISE

IN

WAGES

lire-me-

The damage to tho kiti hen was not
as serious as at lirst BUPposed and tin
ranges ere not badly disturbed, s
that there was no Various delay aft-the confusion Incident to the fire had
been overcome.
The density of the smoke and It
SEE WINDOW. DISPLAY.
volume is accounted f r hv the fact
that it came largely from smoking
cnarcoai, 1110 tunics ,,1 winch arc
deadly enough to cause serious danger.
Fortunately thev, was no blase
at any time during the trouble. Had
the tire broken out Into th- - walls ol
the building Fire Chb Iturtless says
he Is doubtful what-thresult would
have been.
"It was the worst Are have bad t
contend with .since I came to Albu
querque," said the chief yesterday,
"and it was only by the hardest kind
of work that we wore able to keep i.
from breaking out. If the llames had
1!
,1
once got a fail- start
,t H(.
say what the result Would have been
As it was the smoke and t nines from
the eharcoal made it difficult to fight
the Are, and the whole affair was pie
ty strenuous. The Alva ra do is to oe
congratulated that the damage was no
Always in Slock New and Second
more serious. The jpiests were able
return to their rooms short time afHand Machine- - for Sale
Kent
ter the lire was subdued and there;
or Exchange,
was little about the hotel yesterday t
show the somewhat strenuous night
that had passed both tor guests and
AGENTS FOR

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing a.nd Furnishings

Santa (Pe pay day yesterday brought
pleasant surprise to .the local railroad telegraph men wh. were informed that hereafter they uro to receive
an increase in wages Which while not
large is nevertheless an Increase an
accordingly most grateful to the men.
It Is understood the raise affects 1,000
men between Chicago and El Pas '.
Managers are to get an increase of IS
per month, making the total $110, and
chiefs and operators are to have their
nfonthly envelope made u little fatter
by the addition of $2.50, or to receive
$87.50 and $82.60 respectively.
This raise In wages of the telegraph'
ers is only a part of the Santa Fe's
general policy of progrcssiveness
and it la understood thai further
raises in pay affecting other branches employes.
of the service may be announced 'fl
the near future.
f Smugglers.
Vctima
UNDERWOOD
Washington, Aug, 16. A telegram
Enlisted Men Have Chance.
w is received
at
the
VISIBLE
bureau
Insular
TYPEWRITERS
of
Washingon, Aug. it,. According o muí
1 rom
me controller in Reit
officials of the navy department, en- era receiver of customs
at Santo Do
listed men of the 1'nited Slates navy mingo announcing that John Mtlburn.
now stand an excellent nance of ob- a
Was
Porto
Rlcan,
R E l
and M A ( II I N E S I! E
taining commissions If they are per- Charlea P. Thurston, ankilled,
American.
congress
severing and studious. Since
wounded by smugglers In the vicinity
in 1901, passed a law that the secreof
Matas at 6 P. 111. August
tary of the navy could commission and Ias
that Thurston died of Ins wounds A COMPLETE STOCK OF TYPE
each year twelve warrant officers of AUgUSt H.
WRITER RIBBONS AM)
the navy who had served seven years
l.as Matas Is about twelve miles east
as enlisted men and four years ns of the Haytian frontier in Santo DoBÜPPLIES.
warrant officers, twenty enlisted men minga, Thurston had been employed
two
ami
commissions,
have received
is n deputy receiver of cuctoms
at
of them are now holding rank in the Comrhend&dor, on the Haytian fron- service as full lieutenants.
GEO. S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
tier, and Mlllburn was an Inspector In
II,, BUM, lBvl,Au
n,,,,,,.,.,r,.l.,l..
lul
The Grounding of the Nero.
'
nearest custom house ',, the plaCu
S Railroad Avenue. .lhuiii riiue
Washington. Aug. 16. The navy de- the
conflict occurred, and was
where
the
InCOUrt
a
of
partment has ordered
e.stalill.-over
to ,i v, lit .siung'-ilinquiry to determine the responsibility the Haytian border.
for th" grounding of the collier Nero
on Block Island. The collier was
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
Dealers In
a civilian master and crew, but as RREAD.
PROVISIONS, HAY.
f GROCERIES.
govern trien! property was destroyed or
GRAIN AND
Injured it is lucissary to fix the
TODAY! TODAY I
Pino I.lnr of Imported Wines. Manors
or to exonerate those In
and Cigars. Place Your Orders
MiW ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
Eor This Line With Us.
charge of the vessel if it should be
NEW PICTURES.
8. SECPENNY PARLOR, -found that 110 blame attaches to them.
NORTH i'UIRD STREET
Rest .1 week at Oamp Gtenooe, ais OND STREET.
a

VTKAGOOQ

I

I

I

,

RAMSAY' S DONT

MISS THE GREATEST

Typewriiorum

..

PLEASURE

tfflaWL

ra.
Jan

AzSBaaaaw o- -

i

till-ye-

Toti&Gradi

,

u.i-d-

'('

When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
AT $45.00. $55.00 and $65.00.
Look over our large stock at once, Quality guaranteed,

J. KORBER

&

CO.

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.
THE

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in Fresh and Salt

Meats

Sausage a Specialty.
For Cattle and Hogs the Klggest
ket Price s Paid.

Mar-

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Couldn't find the one man In this
town who wants that saddle or driving horse of vours as surelv nnd as
ouicklv as a Por Sale ud can do: and
Sherlock's fee would be larger.

SEE..
HAHTLETT
The Electrician
For prices on house wiring nnd
general repair work.
Auto.
S. Second
t.
Phone S67. 216

THE ECONOMIST
Brightest and Best

Store

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

Read these money saving prices, and while reading bear in mind that every item offered is reliable in quality, The merchant who sells trash can quote as low, or even a lower
price, but you can't buy merchandise of the same grade elsewhere in this community at these prices, We will also he glad to have you compare the list with the quotations ot
city catalogue houses or department stores, and are confident that you will find our values equal to any in the country. That's why we are able to win the largest trade in this city

White Panama and Serge Suits
Coats are taffeta sik
Also all of the wanted colors,
lined and assorted trimmings. Every suit is tailored by
experts in the most exacting manner and in the very
latest models, The skirts are all made in the latest

suma

Man Promoted.
T. E. Luyden has been appointed
nsslotant engineer of tests on the
coast Hues of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Ban
Bernardino, Cal., vice W. W, Webster,
resigned. W. J. Cain has been
assistant engineer of tests
oq the lines east of Albuquerque, wltn
ofnoa at Topeta, Kan., In place of T.

walking length models, gored, plaited, etc, The sleeves
and full length,
are elbow, three-quart- er
The Economist's prices range from $15.00 to

$45.00

Luyden.

about

See Our Window

RAILROAD COMPANIES
L'SK METAL POLES
the
Various roads throughout
United Slates and Mexico are preparIng to experiment with a metal pole,which, thev believe, will prove a deelded Improvement Insofar as durabilover the wooden
ity Is concerned,

of

one-thir-

d

Display

1906

Fall

Elegant Chiffon

oft.
for the Advance
Styles in Suits.

Showing

Taffeta SilkSuits

Closing of High Class Wash Goods
Coats for Street Wear and Evening Wear, Raincoats,
Tourist Coats; Lace Coats, Sük Coats, Linen Coats,
Lingerie Coats, Covert Coats, Mannish Mixture Coats
all bargain wonders,

$10,00 Coats on sale for.
$11 ,50 Coats on sale for.
$13,50 Coats on sale for.
$17,50 Coats on sale for.
$20,00 Coats on sale for.
$30,00 Coats on sale for.

Which are made in the height of this year's styles;
Persian blouses, with long or short sleeves, with dainty
touches of Persian bands, tucks, shirtings and folds,
Skirts are perfectly modeled with that generous full- -,
ness that is positively essential,
It will be interesting to know that these offerings
will be in keeping with fall styles,
Prices hardly cover the cost of making,

Some White Wash Skirt Bargains
PRICED AT

Shrunk Muslin and Soft Finish Indian Head Wash Skirts,
d,
in
tucked, circular and strapped trimmed
models, Each style a wonder, Worth from $2 to $5,50,
box-plaite-

i

$1.35, $1.98, $2.98, $3.50

$

We have decided to sell now our fine summer wash goods
and we do this early because we will not Invoice these

goods at stock-takin- g
will do the work,

time, Four items at prices that
The sale begins Monday,

4.95

.$ 6.50
.$ 9.50

$12.50
$15.00
$18.50

and Figured Lawns, Batistes,
ties, etc; worth up to 25c a yard, Sale Price

Lot No, 1.

Plain

Dimi-

5c

and Fancy Piques, Mouselines, Do
Soies, Dimities, etc; worth up to 35c Sale Price. 10c

Lot No, 2

Plain

Lot No, 3,

Children's and Misses' White and

poles now In use.

le

j

room as usual.

Albuquerque's

'

Railroads and telegraph lines sustain severe losses In climates that are
damp from the decay of the poles and
their consequent breaking under pressure of wind and rain storms. It Is
believed that a metal pole, mude of
stcol or Iron, or some other equally
durable substance, will prevent further trouble, as It would withstand
the
the action of the elements and betdecaying process under ground,
poles.
ter than do the wooden
The difference in cost between n
metal and a wooden pole, it Isby said,
the
will be more than made up
additional durability of the former.
poles
with metal
A Une equipped
would be practlcully permanent, it is
require
but little
claimed, and would
expense to keen it in good repair.
Scarcity of timber sultuble for
poles Is fust making Its purInchase prohibitive. Thus unothcr excentive Is offered for the proposed
,
periment.
There Is some talk, too, of extendlines.
telephone
to
ing tho metal pole
Tho published announcement that the
Delaware & LactaWatUia Is soon In-to
discard dispatchers and operate
stead a system of signals and
communication, may prove, It
is thought, the first step in the equrp-

?

most perfect combination of fabrics and expert workmanship.
The nmst pleasing and harmonious designs, absolutely reliable,
honest and durable merchandise.
This store is exclusive headquarters in this vicinity for
XTRAGOOD clothing. Besides the styles shown here, we
have a complete line of all the correct models for boys from
2
to 17 years of age. Our stock includes both suits and
overcoats. All fabrics, colorings and patterns are represented.
Prices Our prices cannot he bettered and thev cannot he
equaled, even in stoic-- , of much larger cities.

i

A

K.

m

1

ri

1

17, 1906.

AUGUST

Chiffon Lisse, Barnaby Zephyr, Tissues,
Embroidered Swisses, etc; worth up to 50c a yard,
Sale Price
.15c

Lot No, 4
Eoliennes, Silk Organdies in floral designs,
Silk Ginghams, etc; worth up to 75c a yard,
Sale

Colored Dresses

Price

35c

(2 to 14 years,)
$1 ,00

$1,25
$1,50
$1,98
$2,50

Dresses on sale for
Dresses on sale for
Dresses on sale for
Dresses on sale for
Dresses on sale for

FOR

FRIDAY

PLAIN

ONLY

$ .75
$ .98
$1.19
$1.59

....$1.98

FROM

9 A. M. TO 12

W'l) FANCY MnilMR

SUITINGS;

RKGl'LAR PRICK íóc A YARD.
SALLE PRICE, 40c.
IWIBK BflDiNa AUO.

18

M

Fine

Two-Pie- ce

Summer Dresses

Made of Mull. Swiss, Lawn and Organdie; beautifully
finished and trimmed with laces, embroidery medallions,
inserting, tucks, etc; shirtwaist, lingerie and coat styles,

$ 3,50
$ 4,00
$10.00
$12,50
$18,50
$25.00

Suits on sale for
Suits on sale for
Suits on sale for
Suits on sale for
Suits on sale for
Suits on sale for

$ 1.98

.".$"2.98
$ 5.50
$ 7.50
$12.50
$17.50

i

Ymt
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BASEBALL

s

FOOT RACE FOR

At

IT

riti.-i.u-

k ii. 4

g

Pittsburg . .
.
Boston
ir.il,, ,,r ""'
Ballot
Pfeirfer mad ...lhani.
At Chicago

BE FEATURE

Brooklyn

THE FAIR
t

H

K

10

!'

I

I

II

10

15

2

H.

i

...

;i

'

14

1

At New York

Detroit

AMERICAN

New York

Batterie- s- Mullin
m ill and McC.ufrc.

K

II

U

-

i

.

.

:

.

.

i

i

ALBUQUERQUE

I

SEPTEMBER

i

Schmidt!

and

R

4

H
9

1

1

'

ft

At Philadelphia
Indian and His Horse Killed in Cleveland

Philadelphia
Wad
Batteries- - -- Hess and BemU;
a. .11 Unit rack and Powers.
K
K II
Second gainV"
r
.1
.
.
V
Cleveland
Sunday.
Philadelphia
and Belli;
Batteries Beritharu
and PoWefg.
Bender
It H R
Officers cf the Fair esaocleUon ami
At Washington-Washing- ton
6
V
Interested parties at Thoreau, Ketner
.6 9
and Holbrook, Arizona, ure Conferring St. Louis
Warnet
ami
together looking la the running of i
Batteries Smith
rery sporty foot race in this city lim- Glade and Rickey.
r 14H 3
fair. This raí
ing the territorial
At Boston
a sine. na
which is to DC tor
Chicago
1 t
7
4
In Tho-- I Boston
bea arranged to tak place
and
I
n
Altroek
tut
In
September,
oH
reail early
Batteries Patterson
brought here if Sullivan; Harris, Peterson and Cant
It can be
lb ved
is
ac
taken.
tion
pi oinpt
.
gau.
Thrace Itself is the result of a simW B8TERN UEAOL'E
ilar event which occurred at Tlioreiu
Held day
last Sunday. It was Indian Horabm-McGaffcAt Lincoln
al the lumber town. Till
Lincoln
company ami the American Denver
.i 7 1
Zlnran
McKay
and
Lumber company had offered a long
Batteries
ami a special Steelier and Zalusk
llvt of valuable prize
R
H K.
train brought down a big crowd of tile
Second game
ü
4
lumbermen from Ketner to see the Lincoln
4
4
1
fun. Also there were Wim four hun- Denver
dred Nirvujod in attendance.
.a k it and Wolf; Pair
Batteries
There was chicken pulling. pony and Weigardl
R II E
racing, foot racing and all of the
At sioux city
7 12
3
miris iieculiur to the Navajo: but the Sioux City
1
9 12
event of the day was a fool lace for Pueblo
an t
.la ot
100 a Hide, and ltosem i unz. the crack
Jackaon
Batteries
sprinter of the lumber camps al
Pre ese; Morgan and iiimcker. r, ii i:
who Is said In have a record (;
A i Des Mo'aei
t
:i
Die 101 of in Mat.
Des Moines
l
The Indian was backed by I lie busi- Omaha
ness men ami others al Tlmreau, and
Dexter:
and
Batteries --ClCOtte
by four hundred of liis tribesmen, Who i 'urns and Gondlng.
appeared in "Mini and feathers ami
their Sunday trousers, mounted On
AMERICAN ASS, ICIATION.
their brat pontea to eee the sport Th
Al Minneapolis
to
the
champion
Indians backed their
Minneapolis
1
last saddle strap in Ho- delegation an
Toledo
Ihe boys from the lumber camps wi le
equally loyal to their entry.
FINANCE AND COMMERCE.
The Navajo won the race. II wai
near thing;, run fora hundred yard
Wall SI reel.
dVei a cinder path and (lie tlrst at.Newtempt was a dead heal. Indian ami
York. Aug. Hi- - Wall street
while man finished nose end ROM and spent a day of feverish impatience in
the Judges couldn't decide it. In the the expectation of .seeing Uc solution
lecond attempt the Navajo won by a
of the riddle of the excited speculamatter of a few inches.
tion in Union PaOlflC and .Southern
To add to the excitement of
event. Ihe California Limited pulled Paciflc. The excitement continued a
Closing
up at Ihe station Just as the starting limli pitch in those stocks.
gun was Uri el
out tumbled the pi quotationa:
.104
engerí attracted by the crowd o( i i Amalgamated Copper
:i
,11. ins. ami (ameras worked overtime Sugar
.851
during the five minutes the train itOp-Ii- i Anaconda
Atchison
d.
.102
do preferred
Indian Oeta Fatal Fall.
.
Jersey
Central
New
en
sports
oth(
r
Chicken pulling and
(0
Chesapeake
"Ino
ii pled the rent of the day, which was
1ST 'i
prezerrea . . .
Paul,
st
w
result
hich
by
an
accident
marred
15 M
Big Four
fatally to an Indian rider The bin k Colorado
37 "a
It Southern .
pulling
)4
was riding in the chicken
70
preferred . .
do fir
fil
match when his pony stiiuibjeii an
do second preferred
4;i "
fell breaking his neck. Tlir Indian Brie
43 '
was thrown with great violence an
Ene
16 H
received Injuries from which MO dud IIUCI OOl iiUKO
IK 14
on Wednesday.
do preferred . .
The Navajo sprinter now holds th Missouri I'ai itic .
,118
honors and ihe record for this part of Pennsylvania
111
the world, and his tribesmen and bit New York Central
secmoney
to
Hut
burn
backer have
St. Louis & San Francisco,
4.1
there is a young college man at Hoi
ond preferred
It 4
brbok, Arizona, whose name has not Cnlon Pacific
47
el been made public, who believes h
United States SI
10H n
is faster than the brown man. lie
do nrefet red
'J2
.
to back his Judgment with ca n Western Cnlon
United States Bonds
and he has friends who are equally
I'M
cnnlldent. The Navajo's backers, at Refunding 2's, registered
,104
do coupon
the l une time arc confident that he
,103 M
cinnnt be defeated on the cinder path Refunding 3 s, i egist tl
,103 'i
do coupon
so that the proposed race fur $.',00 a
103 M
old 4's. registered
side Is certain to occur.
101
do oil oil
It
now merely
a question of
12!l N
New 4's. registered
aether it trill occur here or In Th
do coupon
lit
reato, and ihe chances are that it will
Money on call, llrmer, at 314 per
a feature of the sporting program
(j'i
paper,
at
cent; prime mercantile
of-- the fair.
race 4j 6 per cent. Bar silver,
It will be the most
of the kind ever run In the territories
Hie Metal- -.
and will attract a groat deal of st-- li
New Yotk. Aug. LI, Copper conMinn iii western New Mexico a id tinues firm
in the local market with
northeastern Arisona where the fame lake quoted at $ K.ti 2's 'n s 7
elecof the two sprinters is wide spread.
trolytic, $lN.37'liii lh.r,0, and casting
at 1 18.00 0 11.11. The London mar
aain frtnrtfg Matches
Another feature of the day at Tbo ket was a shade higher with IpOl
in last Sunday was a series of box- quoted at S3 12s 6d and futures at
ing bout between Navajo Indians The
S3 10s.
Then- was no change in the
Navajos t ike to boxing like ducks to market for lead, with spot quote. at
water and their exhibitions are hlgl.-- I $."i.7.". in the local market and at 17
entertaining. Several of these bou :i in London. Spelter also was unare to be arranged to take plain pi changed in both markets, with spot
the grounds in front of the gta ul quoted at 88.08 6 6. 1 0 locally and III
.Sliver,
81 lf,s In L,,iid-- n
tiB'4.
land during Ihe fair.
Mexican dolíais, I0C,

17-2-

1906
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-
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DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

6

r Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'

Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

RECKLESS RUSSELL

i

Tl

(

In Thei

!!!!:

m

Startling Walloon

ÜÜÜ! ANP
Ii,

ÜÜÜÜ

FREE!

Streets Every Day and Night

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions
njgalagnjgagaggaagaaggagWga

YOUR

ADVERTISEMENT

I .11,

A

SO
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THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
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M

TIGEK. SOFT

.

TDEN OUGHT SIX

S. STIFF

HATS

I'll,
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8
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NINETEEN

X
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Of VISPLAy f& SALE

Qikago Board of TYade.
Chicago, Aug. IS. Clear weather1
In the northwest was one of the chief.
reasons for the decline In wheat lo- day which resulted In the price touch-- ,
ing the low est point In several years.
the Soptomber option selling at
at 70 to
S, ,tember wheat opened
TOlic. sold between 69T4,c, and 70i:
Seplem- "Pleaai lake my want ad out of 'i 70'
and closed lit
to'.c., lOld
Ihe Journal," aald .1 A Hukba, ol tin bar corn opened at
Albuquerque Steam Laundry yeste.- - off lo 4Sc and closed at IS048UC.
i nave
doy
had twenty applications Si ptember oats opened tit 30, to 11,
for the position today and have found sold off to 304c and closed at 30V.
the man i want."
Ha aaai City Live Stock.
Mi Hubba found bliheeK In need .f
Cattle re
a eompetenl hiwtfgaaner
He needed
Kansas City. Aug.
soulh-ein"lOfl
at once. He ,ut a celpls, 1.000. Including
tin t
market, steady to I shade highJournal. Il
want ad in
,er. Native steers. 14.0041 (.00; southappeared in one Issue.
steers, 12.00 4i 4.2.",; southern
ern
Just one Issue.
cows,
2.004i 3.25: native cows and
Twenty application for tin pla,
stockcrs and
heifers. 18.00491.11;
Now as lo rcKUltH
bulls. 11.04) 0
12.4041 l .20.
Tou know it's results that count feeders.
l.gtj calves. lt.fgOI.tgj western fed!
delivers the steers,
The Mo riling Journal
t; tin.
13 40
Cood
heap receipts, roño;
market
Steady,
Muttons. 14 lifl G.Í0; lambs.
lle
UtmMferUjM Itoullllg
18.0101.71; range wethers, J4..r,04j
Enter the sompetitlve higk wore 4.K0; fed ew es, 14 HO 4j ,r,,30.
contest
Prlau awarded August 2Vtb
to highest rollers.
Chicago live Black.
Chicago. Aug. Hi. Cat Me receipts,
Attend the Cash Clearance Sale ,l I mm market, strong to 10c higher.
the OOlden Rule Drv Hoods Co.. Reeves. 3!M4 6. Ml; cows and heifers,
now on, and see the 11.3541 .'.',. Htockets and
which I
feeders.
best bargains ever offered, and look kf. 40 41 4.50;
13. 04 4.tl0,
Texans.
at the brightest and biggest store in calves. 15.00 41 7.00.
Hheep
Albuquerque. 75 feet wide and 142
receipts. 10.000:
market,
strong. Sheep, 13. 2511 5 35; lamba,
feet long. The store for bargains.
.I04 7.85.
;immI Old Summer I'liiir
change
St Louis WimiI
la the beet season in which to
Wool
market.
St. Louis. Aug. 16
Ur system of keeping accounts In
bound books lo the uw: of loose leaf um hanged.
methods. Vou know the advanlagev
Let
We make all eliies and styles.
talk it over.
Ox,
H. s. Utbgow
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.
Representing Mauger tt Avery
Tally-hmountain exruritlitn lo
Boston
mornlrw
Sunday
IflKW,
lamp
'" Ticket
HI Vortli Hrst Ntreel, with Raabe
HoiiihI triii and dlnm
A Mauger, Albuquerque, .V M.
ali
Satui'lai.
U'llldl)

).

lsc

1

-

;

l
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wanted Four bellboys at
Alvarado, mil under 4 years old.
WANTED A
Qallup, New Mexico. Ctiaranlee Us
Per week, al Page, hotel, Address
Robert J. Burk.
WANTED A htistiertorkc rdcFs
for 'Spencer's Medies apple trees"
Eaay work. Call at 124 8. Waller
or at office of Qeorge W. Stubbs st
for
full Information.
n
WAWTMi)nftrt.claa bookkieplF;
one amlllar with Spanish-speakin- g
people preierred. Address A. H,
Mercantile Qo., flan Antonio, N. M.
WANTED,
Laborers," native" and
White,
all lra(p8 8,Pppd wl(h
'oi snorr nonce. Also domestic
sn' vantR. Abraham's Emplovment
120 W. silver avc, at Elllc restaurant. 'Phone 37.
--

Hü-to-

P1B8

'I'll

NEW FALL

At

HAM

1101

SHOES

In Single and Double Soles; Vici, Calf, Velour and
Vící Leathers; Lace and Button Styles

Patent

TiV essential feature of a lanan Slmc
ili.it it is roade to lit
r.;icls ni this k the carefully selected leather and the
particular workmanship which makes thai perfect lit last a.
long as the shoe.

tlic foul.

VICI KID. $5.50

TA TEftT VICI,

$6.50

ALL HOAVS LEAD TO

SIMOJSf
S TEHJSTS
The Hailroui
Clothier
A-venu-

c

Central Station jfor Good Dressers

rgglJI8

PROFESSIONAL

k

tf
th"

n

AND

CAKES
to anv oart of the cll7.
cnkoM a specialty: satisfaction
guaranteed
s. N. Balling.
H iUerv, 207 South irir':: street Pioneer
LOST.
LOST A black milch goal; suitable
reward, Apfily ftAt Play .store, 1222
N. Fourth st.
I'D I'M).
I'DC.NT).-Ithl- s
Pocket book. Inquire at
office.
al7
g

City Undertaker.
Black or while hearse ÍK 00 Pnm
merclal Club Building. Auto tolephorn
818; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque
New Mexlci.

CARDS.

w x A1TO I LMO Y S.
K W. D. RRVArí
Attorney at Law.
Offlce In First Natloi.r.1 bank building. Allunneraue. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.
DB Tl t. Hiisin.
Boom
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High Fre
nuency Electrical Current
and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. in. to
p; m. Trained nurse In attendance.
1Both
phonos
DR. J. tí. WBfiTn
Piivsiclan and Surgeon.
8.

Albtiauentiue.
DR. J. E. BRONSON

N. M

Homeooathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 JVhltlne Block
DR. W. O. SHADRACB
Practice Limited
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coaat
lines. Offlce 313
W. Railroad av.
Houri . to 12 n. ni 1.30 to
b. ip
DENTISTS.
1R. J. Ii. KRAFT
Dentul Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Urant Block, over
the OoIden Rule Drv Goods eomoanv.
Automatic Phone ?72: Colorado. 154
E. J. ALGER. D. D. H.
Offli es: Arlmllo block, ooooslte
den Rule. Office houro. 8:Í0 a. m.Gol.
I2;30 p. m.: 1:20 to 1 p. m. Auto-to
matic telephone 462.
AnDOlnttnente
made by majj
DR. L. B. BRVIN
ientlet.
Auto Phone 811.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
Learnard and Llndemann.

j

ARCHITECTS.
'
SPENCER
WALLINGFORD
Architect!!
Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

F. W.
V. O.

I

LAUGHS AT LEPROSY

TIT

ROSS

city Engineer.

Dealer In Land Scrip; Attorney
fore United States Land Office.
8, Arrnijo Block.
New Vork, Aug. 16. A special lo
Room
the Baaie from Washington taya:
J. R. FARWEl.iJ
Surgeon (ieneral Wyman, who is
i?vnT. Engineer.
charged with the duty of protecting Room 23. N.
Armllo building.
the health
of the country, today

stamped as ridiculous the terror
which Is eevrywhere shown when
the Syrian leper, George Roseltl, aplicáis. General Wyman is much Interested in the case of Roseltl, who
living the life of a recluse In a tent
on a mountainside near Elklns, W.
V.a. and Is anxious to do something to
aid him.
In discussing the case of
the afflicted Sytian, General Wyman
said:
"The panic Into which the Syrian
leper throws people wherever he goes
Is
The disease Is very
ridiculous.
slowly contagious, and It requires long
residence to contract It. Joseph Dut
ton, whom I met last summer, has
taught In a school for leper hoys f
seventeen years on the Island of
Hawaii, ami he has not syin
tomi of the disease, although he takes
only ordinary care of himself to avoid
infection.
"In Minnesota lepers are permitted
to live at their homes and are
by the board of health simply
to observe certain sanitary rules.
There has. been no spread of the disease among the people there.
"There Is no appropriation under
which the service can do anything
with the leper. However, I have taken some interest In this case since I
understand he wishes to get back to
Syria. There are Syrian colonies,
both in Baltimore and New York, that
would probably aid him, while a man
whom I know Is raising a fund to
send him hack."
I

Little Matter

i

Be.orn.

SURGEON GENERAL WYMAN

-

'

Good milker.
1902 N. Fourth st.

.

;

él

IS.

UNDEUTAK EltS.
A, BOriDEItS

In a dozen different styles, colors and shapes. The best hat manufactured at the price $3.00

leC

"

Fu-trell- e,

wed-,dln-

THE NEW FALL lüofi

,

WOOL

"ca

BRtCAD.

On Display and Sale

.

W. E. MAUGER

m

Of-rfc-

WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PEROR BOARDING PLACE?
SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
IS

.

-

"

ÍPJREJVT
Position hv .strong.
Willing boy of iifteen.
furnishWork with ed FOR RENT Three-roohouse.
106 S. Broadway.
board and room preferred.
Address
7i x, nth uLMrs.Porter.
FOR RENT Modern housekeep-in- g
rooms. 4 23 S. High st.
WANTED. To sel fall kinds ofsloT
aft
machinea both new and second hand.
FOR RENT fwenicely furnished
ggggJLPM'lor, 11
e. 8ecoQd 8t tt largo front rooms in Garcia building
WANTED. Dressmaking or sewirig Fifth nd
reasonable rent Fa
at home, or go out by the day. Prices permanent Railroad!
people. Apply afternoons, tf
reasonable. 31 8 West Lead.
ai8
FOR
RENT.
modern
WANTED. one or two span of one house.
Dr. E. N. Wilson. 406 s.
thousand or eleven hundred pouna Arno.
tf
mules. Address, S. J. T., Journal of- FOR RENT One
noe.
a j g furnished or unfurnished. W. V.house,
WAITED To loan money tn
116 W. Coal.
tf
amoarits to suit hnmiwoi- is
FOR
double,
RENT One
BSdwn., Room 14, First National Bank
house, furnished or unfurnished.
W.
fSSSSg
tf V. Futrelle,
116 W. Coal.
tf
MALE HELP WANTED.
FOR RENT Two rooms for llgbl
wanted. Two dairymen! Must housekeeping, S12. 2 18 W. Lead av
he Rood milkers. Matthews' Jersey
FurTTÍshed
FOR RENT
room;
Dalrjr.
,l2'o large closet,
bath, electric lights, etc.
ix bridge carpenters,
WANTED.
713 W. Silver ave.
t
111 " painters, J3, 20 laliorers native
FOR RENT-- Furnished room. 612
or white.
Inquire Abraham's Em- Second st.
tf
ployment Agency, 180 W. flilver.
ais
FOR
Storage room. E. W.
WANTED Bright hoy to work in Fee, 602RENT
S, First st.
Office, some knowledge of shorthand
FOR RENT
Pleasant furnished
aim ij pew ruing necessary. Chance to
learn good business. Address P. O. rooms at 315 S. Third st.
tf
Dairy,

CARNIVAL CO
AMUSEMENT
WESTERN .shows
and Free Events on the

I

1

wany;

--

N ANTED.

WANTED

and Parachute Drops

including

FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
sheep ranches; permanent water on

N.

in a T in in"; Leap for Life form a
JJundivd foul
atform.

PR0F -

218.

I

Wonder,

Ine-Legg-

FREE!

i

A

of"''e- -

BOX

,

expi-nsit-

P. F. McCanna, Mgr

aJ2

FOR SALE New seT oi Money
Weight at a bargain. Woman's Ex-- i
hange, 401 W. Railroad ave.
FOR SALE
A
general merchandise store, doing good
business, in (rood country town; good
reasons for selling; store building and
uwening ror lent or sale. P. O. Box

patented lands and unlimited fr-- e
range with grass at present knee high
and very little stock of any kind on It
Located In Sierra county. Address '.
C. Miller, Hillshoro, X. M.
If
FOR SALE At loiv prices, béT-roofurniture, folding bed, maUress-es- ,
parlor suit, tables, etc., beginning
Wednesday, August láth, from 10 to
12 every morning
until sold. Come
early to 71 S Copper ave,
FOR SALE Singer
drop-hea- d
sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
SALE New and second-han- d
tf por-'-FOR
es
at Albuuuer.jo Carnasre Co

i

r,

I

Secy

i

I

I

D. S. Ro&enwald,

Sol Lim i. President

1

--

Kc-ne-

Second.

On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Vforees
Wagons and other Chattels-- niso on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
jlow as $10.00 aid aa hle:n as $200.00.
Loans are nuickly tnroe and strictly
nrlvate.
Time: Orq month to one
vear given. Goods, to remain
In your
possession. Our fate are reasonable,
Call and see 'ja before borrowing.
Steamshln rickets to and from all
narts of thi world,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms S end 4. Grant Blda.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
BOS West Hal. road Avenne.
I'KM ALE HELP WANTED.
WA XTED
Young lady '"as ap-- I
prentice in our millinery department.
Apply at the Economist between 9
"no 12 nni;
al9
WANTED. Lady
piano playcrT
Penny Parlor, 216 S. Second St. It
WANTED A middle-age- d
woman
to do kitchen work only. Good wages,
Give references. Address T Journal
'

fall During Athletic Even's
at the Lumber Camu Last

.

,

.

AMERICAN LEAGl' E

NAVAJO WINS STAKE PROM

DníonWi1

Money to Loan

ami BOWWHHh

I

X)H SALE.
FOR SALE Orion Hutrmv
911
Walnut or 601 S. 1st, after 4 p. m. a23
FOR SALE. Good saddle
ant
driving pony. Apply 621 S. Walter.
FOR SALE. One awnlnfr, one new
delivery wag-onone show case.
Inquire Younta Brothers 1011 South

PERSONAL PROPKRTT LOAX8.

"6

M

ADVERTISEMENTS

ATJj CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADV ANOK '

h

Docba. Thompson and U.
Marshall. Amos, Ferguson. McGiiinity

111

s CLASSIFIED

II
KIíiir.i

H

New York
BkUmriw

I

D

,:
ami

v

bgetffi

M

1

isV r

Rcrvn,

BtrtektaU ami
.l SI. Louis

Cffort To Be Made to Biin
Spoity Event to 1 his City
Instead of Thoreau as Is N,
' II"
Mcliliinity
Now Planned,

FLEET-P00TE-

I'f'

m

QlbeulByl

I

HHtli rii s

Jl

J
"

Ckecagt

OF

xoxí mfmmmemmmmjwmipmww
A Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixtAnnual

V

KAlVOtfAL LAAQVE

17, 1906.

Mo-loka- l,

The Hnrinlcis HiiMtncw Comoefltor.
No business man ever feared
a
competitor who did not advertise; lt'a
the one who advertises a little more
aggressively than yourself who Induces viiur Insomnia. Isn't this true?
MORNING JOURNAL
WANT ADS

II R INO RESULTS.

IDEAL HEALTH RKSORT.
To rent for a term oí years, (be
new and beautiful residence property
containing about twenty rooms, In the
finest location In the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-mart

A.

be- -

FLEISCHER

Estate ancj Loans. Fire
Insurance. Surety Bonds

Real

't'"

Ml

.V'H

iüíi

8- -

Second

,t

FOR SALE.
12.1 00

ry brick; bath,
cellar, electric lights cement walks,
on highlands, close In.
12,850
brick; balh, electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras.
close in.
$2,000
N. Klglith
$2,100

newbrick collage;
st.; adobe outbuildings
modern brick cottage,
bath, electric lights; good locating.
12,100
brick cottage; bath,
electric lights; N. Second Ht.; $K5o
cash, balance on time at 8 per ceni
11,880-rt-robrick cottage, good
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands.
12,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4,000 Two good
houses, 6 lote,
shade trees, room for two more
houses; close In; N. Sixth street.
$2,250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Good outbuildings, treee and shrub- bery. Fouth ward.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
comer close In, lot 75x142, fine
shade treee.
A flue piece of business property
fur
ale.
Some good ranches fer sale close te
city.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath.
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 50x
142; N. Second street.
$i, 300
frame, new, barn,
hade treee, city water, high loca- t'on.
$2.000
frame cottage, bath,
etc; 8, Arno street.
11,000
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, close In, easy terms.
16,500 4 double houses, close In, Income 180 per month; a good Investment. Half caah, balance on time at
8 per cent.
12,600
frame, bath, electrW
lights, treea shrubbery, lot 78x141,
Fourth ward.
om

ranch. Attractive grounds and
surroundings.
Also ten additional
rooms In contiguous cottages If desired. Ample stables and outbuildings.
Apply on premises or address Mil 11,300
fame, near shops.
tik.uy Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf 12,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. R.
MORNINO JOURNAL
Arno it
WANT ADS
Money to Loan on Good Real
BRUSH ttSkPTLTS. .
t tow Ratee of Interest.

ñu

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

nun

III

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE LOTS

The Dull Season

GOT OUT JUST

50x142

$25 tO $150 Cadi

feet

Will End

IE

Only $5.00

Promptly on

Terrific Windstorm Carries Off
General Taikington's Tent
at Camp Maury and Lightning Plays Havoc,

LEVEL!

119

week in earn)). (Everybody was Worked, Including father. The entire camp
turned out to remedy the damage done
hy the storm. There were detail
everywhere putting up tents. Others
were busy In sorting and drying oOl
articles soaked by the rain.

ATTENTION

FOR

SPEEDING IIP

COMMITTEE FOR

THE TRACK

SEPTEMBER 5

OF GRANO JURY
Man Who Kicked

The commanding general's tent aui-- j
fcred as well as the prívales'. The '.
of General MeCaskey's quartern Was
among the first to go down. Those
his twio ahles. Lieutenants McCask.
and Bankhead, were the next to
The fly of the tent Just vacated
by Brigadier General Tarkiugton
Ol
Xew Mexico' went next. Then the
Judge advocate general's, the two
tents, ene on each side uf me. lost th
Ilvs In front of them.
The largest lent on the grounds, that
i'f the Young Men's Christian associl-tinwas among the early ones to go.
When It fell It was sheltering several
hundred people from Austin who had
come nut to attend the band concerts
and were waiting for the 7:30 train lo
take them back to Austin. Some Of
them were slightly bruised, but no one
was seriously hurt. Men from th
Twenty-sixt- h
Infantry and the large
tent where its chaplain. Dixon,
religious exercises went prompt-I- s
to the relief of those under the
Young Men's Christian association tent
and helped them out. The latter
among whom were many ladies and
children, were taken to the Dixon tent.
Tills weathered the storm and afforded friendly shelter. The ladles and
hlldren had been thoroughly drenen
e, by Hie rain. to which they were ex
posed while being taken from the
Young Men's Christian
association t"
the Dixon tent, a distance of over 100

Wife in

the: Unpleasant Incident Mars Trip Meeting

Serious!

Stomach Has a
Charge to Face Said To,

Obeits to ChWoman Also Gets

n.

con-due- ls

icago
Left,

Be Third Offense,
In Judge Crawford's court yesterday
morning Francisco Armijo, of Barents,
arrested on a charge of kicking Hi
w ife and otherwise abusing her, was
hearing and
Riven a preliminary
bound over to the grand jury In the
sum of $iiin bond, which he furnished.
Armijo faces two charges, one
of wife heating, for which a penile
tlary sentence may lie imposed and
the other of assault with Intent to
kill, which is also a state's prison
Mrs. Armijo appeared
against her
husband, it is said by the officers to
have been Arraljo's third offense ef
this kind, the la it Inning been far the
most serious.

SHOOTS HERSELF WITH
A

Sec-mi-

d

quagmire for their camp is located
the lowest level of the entire camp
nls. They had ditched Iheir tents
well, bul this did not help then
much. The icnls adjoining them vaca'
ed by the Xew Mexico troops were l"H
bv the storm In bad condition foi' lb
Louisiana soldiers
Very few of the tents outside of
those of some of the officers of the
regular army's tents and some of til"
tents of the prominent guard officers
eme floored. This fact enabled ih'.l
water to soak uniforms and eqtllp-ine-ta
in
gi

s.

the parting and wel'I'm
come the coming guests today.
New Mexico troops had gone the even
ing before. They were followed by the
Arizona Contingent this morning. Both
left on speidal trains with comfortabl-sleeper
The Ariaonn troops had i
double-heade- r
for the Infantry, which
departed before Its cavalry. The latter
long
a
special train.
also had
These troops had to be routed differently from the way they came I i.
and therefore did not return by way
of NaT! Antonio and the Southern
on account of the washout on the
layer's line near Langtry. Instead they
went north hy way of Kort Worth, as
did the Xew Mexicans. The latter took
a very roundabout
route and WStll
through Kansas. Probably the Arizona
contingent may have to do the nan."
thing on account of washouts on
Texas tracks. Many turned out
and
shake hands with the Arlxona
New Mexico soldiers when they lei';
and bade them safe and speedy JourIt was speed

'

Pa-ulfi- c,

Gar-

Was a Night in Jail
Aftei lie Had Been Badly

Result

Cut by a

Well-Aim-

Opens Monday, August 20

Brit

ed

J. Sosa, WhO conducts a .small Spanish printing establishment on West SI.
vej- avenue, spent the night in jail lasl
nlghl after he had refused. to go to a
doctor to have attention given a gup-In- g
wound in his head which at the
time of his acres', was hi ling so free
ly as to seem dangerous.
Sosa had heen drinking, tint he sivs
his injury was not the result of toq
II" says he was 'in hl
much boose,
shop when a man called him outside
ami when he had passed Into the
street, his late caller hit him on lie
side of the head with a large and rugged brick. Tile bkW knocked S.e.c
down and laid his head open tor two
Inches. He says one i.ucero, a barbor,
delivered 'he bloody Mo.
Officer William Wagner found Sosa
bleeding on the sheet and sent him to
a doctor. Ten minutes later Soea tintRounding Cp Pistol Toters,
ed up still bleeding and still pursuing
.V gang of hoodlums in the Mexican
district of Doming, north of the rail- the Mowing bowl, Then the officer took
road, have been giving the police hint to Hie city hall where he w ..
scone considerable
trouble for the locked up.
City Physician cams was called and
past few days, by the promiscuous
il night, and a attended his Injury,
discharge of firearm-The police an
lolooking for Lucero.
determined effort is being made to
uuls-ancstop
to
a
put
the
them
cate
and
The police and county officers
Dinner at camp Glencoe Sunday,
are making an effort to rid the city ",
the pistol toter and they have secured
TODAY I TODAY!
I W ILLUSTRATED
quite a collection of firearms of the

C. E. Hodtjin,

Aj"

Idrntnijirativn

IK-eiutrur,

'Bldg

M U PIOTURES.
PENffY PARLOR, Jlti'
OND STREET.

EAT

BREAD.

JAFFA'S

KRACK

TERMS: $5.00 cash and
$4.00 a month lor four
months.

TERMS: $5.00 cash and
$;j.ro a month lot 9 we
months.

alt.

hook-keepin-

CANDY
DRUG STORE.

Detroit Jewel Gas

Range No, 25

16

$22.50

PLUMBING

15 13

To each purt;hiioer of a Range will lie given, Vl K K,
one year's subscription to our of tin following magazine The Delineator, oi Housekeeping or Woman's
Home Companion, 'i liis excellent offer will be closed

Night Work Is Kxpeñalve.
Loose h af methods, spec ial ruled
blank: and hooks do away with night
work, because those systems simplify
and condense (he old style of
We are equipped io manufacture all kinds of loose leaf devices,
and do all kinds of special ruling aial
Binding,
11. S. Lilhgow A Co.,
journal Building,
Bookblndera,
FF.F.'S
WALTON'S

Detroit Jewell Gas
Range No. 52 16
$21 OO

I-- R

s. SEC-

r

Monday,

AUGUST THfc TWfcNTIKT H.

The Atbuq. Gas, Electric Light & Power Co.

...

Sse.siesse
RÍO GRANDE

AT

HOME-MAD- E

a special inducement

to those win) arc anxious to have ;i(as Range, vol
are postponing buying till next year, we arc making
this tiller, good till A ugust 20th.

so;s.

.
. . .a
LUMBER. COMPANY I

ühe

CREAM

Sash and Doors P&int and Glass
Contractors' Materials

tf!
-

i

i

P.ASINfl THFATTRS
I
f
I
UMOII1V

'fTJTr

NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK
VOUR COAL.
We are now supplying our customer Willi both hard and soft coal

d

III

I

I

he Golden Rule Dry GtotMla Ot,
Cash Clearance Sals MMan Thursday,
lie had
iirhsi ii. Qreal bargain
in
li;ir-- '
Women's Rendy-to-WciiientH. Rend our Unff; mi In llils pn- t

TONIGHT!
innuti

!

ar

Pr
en'

Hurl see the bargaini in
.Suits. .Skirts .mil Waists.

Monc)

lull.--

Wom-

200

.

CTAGR TO JEKQCZ BPItlNflS.
The undersigned
is prepared
to
make trips lo and from the oelebratad
JEM&B HOT SPItlMiS. Any Information (eslred ean bo secured from
George II. Moore, No. 113 West Tall-road

avenue.

SAMBB T. JOHNSTON.

s

saín

TDMPCV
ItOl'NDDK

THE

OUTUW
OV

AMMUNITION
I'TKKD DURING

200
I'll

:

MARQUETTE
S"-f-

r

Both Phon.

i

s s

I

PERFORMANCE

Amateur Contest Held Every
Friday Night, and Cash Prizes

Awarded the Winner

Kantbotmil
,Lv
11:00 a. m
;
1
p. in... l.v
11:11
2:11 p. m
2:00 11. m
.Lv.
4:02 p. m
4:32 p. m
11:45 o. ni .. .Lv.
8:.10 p. 111 ... I.v.
S:00 h. m
4:35 a. m
7:80 a. rn

V

BftwttVt lKwmber

BnUtOfa

1(1,

1

9

STATIONS

Santa

Lv...

h.i ranea
Servilleta

Lv.

,

Antoulto

.

A
.

Puebla
Springs
Denver

. .

West bo u
3:80 p. n
1:2 p. is
12:20 p. iH
11:11 p
10:

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

In mona

,'OloradO
.

.

IvMi.nioia

.

. .

Ar . .

Ke

.

H

90S.

11 :06c p. m

.....Lv.

9:43

p.

ti

Lv.

7:00

p

n

Connections At Anlonito for Diiiaoo, Sllvcrtnn and Intermedíale point.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo .Hid. Intermediate loltita via elllier the llanda rf
KOUKe lino via la Vela Push or the narrow gaUCe line Via Salida, making the
I on tire trip In daylight and passing through
the famous Roynl Gorge, alao for
all point! nn Creede brain h.
Trains stop al Kinbud.i for dinner where Rood meal ore nerved.
N. M.
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Same,
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A. Denver.

and placing on display the
most complete line of Men's Clothes, Suits,

We are receiving

Underwear, Shirts
nd Furnishings ever
shown in Albuquerque
CopyHght ')0H, by Th
-t- f Kccjwnh.lmir

119

WEST GOLD

AVENUE

-

p. m

10:00 p. m
8:10 p. tn
8:40
in

!',

FALL CLOTHING for MEN
Stein Block Co9s famous Suits
Kuppenheimer's Business Suits

i

fs

:

:

c

D. & R. G. SYSTEM

I

& CO.

THIRD

CO

I

I

al the summer price tor slocking
purposes. This price will continue In wmmmmmmmmmmmm wwMnwmif
affect until September I, when the
IIKIl. 1, lC.
price advances.
WD SENSATIONAL
lake advantage of
MELODRAMA
this opportunity while ot lasts.
W. II. IIAIIN

I

Lyliian Leighton
Stock Company

Foster-Mllhur-

--

I

ad
Read our large two-papaper und see the bargains in
Women Suits. Skirts and WalRtS.
Mount rulks.

,

i

eliher this evening or in the morning.
Heavy rains detain their train.

Womon'a

Will Be Held in Com- -:

e,

jaffa's

d

In thin

READ FIXED

When the train reached
Mrs. Qberts did not care
get off. Miss Welners did. so wiih Mr,
ObertS she went to see the curios anil
get lunch.
Botb became interested in
the Indians and when they turned to
the station again, fin train was gone,
Miss Welner had left her purse in t m
seat with Mrs. ObertS, and Mr. ObertS
had neither purse nor railroad tlcke.s
he having also eft things in charge ,.f
his wile. For a few minutes questions!
flew thickly and with some violence,
then a telegram was sent to Mrs concealable character,
taken from
ObertS telling her to get off the train' people who were, illegally carrying
at Las Vegas and wail for the UgfortO-- l them mi their persons.
nales. Miss Wejner left her h it' on th-car and Mr. Obcit was without a ooilt.l
Walks From St. Louis to Buffalo.
St. Louis, Aug. Mi. Peter Winitner
"uovi: it ANYTIME,
of 1ns King strcei. Dunkirk, V V.
will h ive SI. Louis today on a tramp
By the Fa hleiicc
of Alliiuiucriiuc to Cleveland, Ohio.
He
calcúlales
People
that the lis (no h will have to walk
The dally evidence clti.on.s righl is about mki miles: There Is no wagi
here at home supply Is proof suffi- up. Willinier will WalH because ii"
cient to satisfy tile greatest skeptic. i;; fond of hiking 'long tramps. II"
No better proof can he had. Here Is S&)
he came to Si.
Louis Seeking
a case. PJMd II
work, but states tli.it he was unabh'
Mrs. J. Hall, of f.l.'J South Fust si., to find anything to do that suited nn
says:
tastes.
"'me of my daughters suffered from
The New Yorker says lie has walkbackache for abOUt eight months' or a ed fifty miles a day. His best
record
year. Sometimes It was so bad that was made on a trip from PlttShUfH
she was completely prostrated for a Pa., lo Buffalo, X V. He does not
I
day or so at a lime.
read about
to average more linn thirty lit
Doau's Kidney pills in our Alhutpier-qu- e Ihh'y-liv- e
miles n day going to Clevi
newspaper and thought they land Wlmroer
will follow the line I
might help my daughter and we pur- the
Wabash
road
distan
chased a box. In a remarkably short out of SI. Louis. Hoforwillsome
go by way
time the medicine look effect ami a Toledo.
backache,
Utile longer sioppci the
We arc pleased lo recommend Moan's
THHHR are rientrta readme one Por
Kidney Pills."
Kent column lodav who would makn
For sale hy all dealers. Price 56 desirable
tenants for that vacant house
n
cents.
Co.. Buffalo, N, Of yours.
There will he tomorrow
Y., sole agents for the United Slates.
too; and there Is time enough for von
get
to
vour
In that column tomorad
and
Remember the name Doah's
row. It should have been in today.
take no other.

hair-dressin-

neys.
All of the Xew Mexican troops l it
In splendid health anil
not one of
hem was sick while here, except the
officer who was slightly hurt by being
m ished by his horse falling with him
None of the Arizona (roups were hi.
I ne of them came here suffering from
a broken arm. He wan able lo travel
back with them, but Will not be able
to use the arm for some time.
The Louisiana soldiers were expeei-eto arrive early lit the morning, bu;
they did not come. They are expected

The Onldcn Rule Dry Oood Co.
Cash Clearance Sale begin Thurxday.
August Dth. Oreat bargains to be b..

University of
New Mexico

Bur-SU-

Herplelde. It kills the germ that ere-- I
MOnv'NO JOURNAL
ates the dandruff, whloh is prellml- WANT ADS
IJgry to tailing hair, and fin. illy, baldBRING RESULTS.
ness. No other hair preparation kills
the dandruff germ. Herplelde also Is
a very delightful and effective
What part of this paper do von
Sold hy leading druggists.
Is the most interesting to the
Send 10c in stamps for sample to suimose
person
W'ho I eagerlv looking for a
The Herplelde Co., Detroit, Mich, n. furnished room or hoarding place'
II. Hriggs & Co., special agents.
Is vour ad In thai n ut of the paper?
A Counter Proposition.
KK.U'K CREAM
bat
Duplicating counter sales hooks ar
tf
iirhad.
hd hy every retail merchant. Our,
prices are right. Let us show you
Mistakes Arc Cosily,
our Statement Ledger System not samples.
only prevents many mistakes, but
ll. s. LJthgow & Co.,
saves time and worry.
Bookhlnders.
Journal Building.
We know, Mr.
Retail Merchant, you would be Interis
The world
full of ortil and curious'
ested If you understood the system.
Let us explain it to you. Auto 'phone people o there ma Still be those who
Mve not used Morning .luurnal chissl-lieIII,
uds.
II. S. Lllhgou .V Co..
Bookbinders.
Journal liullding.
For proi,. pi and l oorreons treatment
There will lie an he cream social muí the very choicest of meals yon will
at Mrs. J. B, Lull's resilience. 21.", S. twite no mistake by calling on Fmll
Fourth street. All are cordially in- Klein wort. 112 North Third street, or!
telephoning your order in.
vited to attend.

t

H.MALI, Kit 4 O.IIj
HILLS will be
the result of buying your supply of
coal for next winter of us now. Kor
the month of August wo will sell
purposes at
he
o.i for storking
summer rate, both hard and soft
Do not fail to take advantage
coal.
of this oportuulty us the price advances September 1.
W. II. HAHN A Co.

George. ObertS. a San Francisco tin
Iness man and Miss W. Welncrs. glse
of San (francisco, remained over nigh,
In Albuquerque last night.
They did
not remain willingly, and they are go
ing on this morning as fast as the No.
2 passenger train can take them, for
up the road Mi.s Weiner's money anil
railroad tickets are waiting lief and .i1
the same time and place Mr. Obeits
will liuil his wife, his money and his
tickets, also his h.Mid baggage.
Mr. Oherls and Miss Welner arc lint
traveling companions, in tact they did
not know each other until they
acquainted on the train comían
Mr. Qberts and hit
into Albuquerque.
wife were on the way east, as was Miss
,

TARGET RIFLE

DECLINED TO

Chairman 11. O. tlursum, of the republican territorial c immiltee, arrlveo
in Albuquerque last nlghl from San!
Kc where he spent tin day, Mr.
yesterday Issued the official cali
for a meeting of the republican committee lo be held In this city on Sep-- '
tember 3. The meeting will occur In
the morning ami in tic rooms of thol
Commercial cluh. At this meeting th"
dale for the territorial convention will
he fixed, and it has heen sugested th it
it be held during the territorial fair. It
is probable, however, that unless the
views of Mr. BUrsum and others
change, the convention will not be he'.,;
until some days after the fair is over,
as a late convention is favored.

-

Weincrs

Mis. yv. i.. McDonald, or Carlsbad,
while enjoying an outing in the Guadalupe mountains, abOUl forty miles
from that city, nut with a most peWillie
culiar and painful accident.
handling a small target rillc the gun
yard,
was discharged prematurely and the
The lightning shuck in several bullet entered her right arm, slightly
places.
While Captain Walker Kills above the wrist, glanced downward
of the Dallas company and his negro into the right
thigh and
passed
driver wei coming across tin parad through that member of her bod)
ground on their way from town lo into the Meshy part of the left thigh,
camp both were Stunned by a light- making an ugly and exceedingly painning bolt that struck their wagon ful wound.
.1. J.
Plowman, a veteran hunter,
Pfith were unconscious for sume time,
trapper and plainsman, brought in
but not injured.
Sergeant wise of the signal corps two "loho" wolf skins, which brought
v bile saving the lent over
the me! him $j(J bounty, the bounty being
shed received a Hhoek and was knock" paid hy. the Carlsbad National haiiK
ed down over the stuve. The wire, and charged up to the Cattle Raisers'
which reimburses th;
which was in contact with the damp association,
hank. Mr. Plowman has made many
cloth of the tent, was the means ol similar
captures
out In the mountains
conveying the lightning. Ills arm was where the wolves
and covotei are
paralysed for some lime afterward most numerous,
Lightning in the meantime pul out of
commission the electric lights in the
"THE OLD SCRATCH."
fepts of the newspaper people. Ii
knocked out the arc light on Hie vision HUM the Evil One O ' to lie POOU
flugstaff and struck Ibis staff.
larly Known as "The did Scratch."
Lightning struck .some of the imOne of the manv familiar names of
Namense oaks in the vicinity of the
his satanic
majesty is "The Old
tional Guard headquarters and wheri Scratch."
II is undoubtedly due to
regl
Second,
the
Third and fourth
the fact that scratching is so
menta of the Texas National Guard are
that people thought it no
camped. The guards of the First.
A scalp full
Worse than the evil one.
ami Third did not have more than of dandruff keeps one scratching all
f, ner itut of Iheir tents knocked over
the time: not only disagreeable bttl
hy the slnrin, been use they had previ considered very Inelegant in polite so- outtly been propcrlj pegged and tfte clety as it should he because one
men looked after them during tie ought to keep the scalp so clean that
torm. The tents of the Arizona troops it would not Itch. 'I'o cure the scalp
stood the storm well, but they were in of dandruff effectively, use Newbro'al

ments.

Heights will Boom

HAV E

mercial Club lo Determine,
Date for the Fall Convention:

of GeoiAe

fo!-lo-

In

University

COOL!

Suutli Second Street

ARMIJQ BOUND OVER SAWWIFEANDMONEY GALLS REPUBLICAN SOSA

recklessly around the guardsmen's
quartern and the elementa raised .we
generally. The following was written
hy a Texas correspondent
from tin
uaútp last Monday:
Sunday w as the busiest day of the

ar

DRY!

HIGH!

Summer Real
Estate in

NO INTEREST

a month

.00

With the End of

142 feet

University Heights Improvement Company

s

Ready-to-We-

down-$5-

50x

September First

Krntti repo'fU from Camp Mabr.
Texas, the New Mexico and Arizona
soldier boy got awav from the camp
just in time to escalé the most terrific wind and electric storm of the
season. Adjutant C.eneral Taikinn-ton'tent fly wus carried off Into th-- !
Upper, air with the canvas of man
other officer! the lightning played

i

5

17. 1906.

AUGUST

FRIDAY.

ml
Hi
Wlj

$18.00 to $30.00
$15.00 to $25:00

....Call and See the New Goods.

L. WASHBURN CO.

Copyrlht Ii"'.,

Hou.

by Th

of Kupp.ntMlm.r

Jto?(h"
JOURNAL PUBLISHING

D. A. MACPHER80K,

THE ALBUQUERQUE'MORNING

JOURNAL,

FRIDAY,

ÍSoAmsEíD UNBAR'S

COMPANY.

COLUMN

i

W. 8. BURKE. Editor.
President.
a
H. B. HKNINO. City Editor.

Vh

Ul

lief t

aid the Sunday lid was

p

REAL
ESTATE
NEW TELEPHONE

411.
Mr. Rockefeller ought to start .i
Entered as second-clas- s
mutter at the postoffice at Albuquerque, N.
MONEY TO ttOAN ON UOOD REA1
m ugazinc.
under act of congress of March 3, 187.
ESTATE SECURITY AT IOW
BATES OP INTEREST.
.... .1 ... ,
.
TV
Vlohdliu
THE MOIIMM, KM ICWt - I 111 I I
KICIMIIIJCAN PAPElt I ,.V'rfc. ,1,
ron RENT.
OP NEW MF.XICO. SI PPOKTIKG Till'. I'HINCIIM.KS Of THE RKI'UII- 4 room and bath, modern; Coal uvc.
lCvcnlng DUMB
I.ICAN PARTY ALL THE. TIME AND THE METHODS OP THE ItKPl ll- Win re was tin
$3.00.
when Hit lire lirokc out?
I.ICAN PAKTY WHEN THEY AHE HIGHT.
brick, modern. North Second
st. and liorna ave. $35.00.
Strange. nO one has over alleged
circuí. hi. .i, itiau any other patt-- r In New Mexico, ilie only n r that
house, modern, Lead avenue,
the i'ulajanes arc exterminate!.
ta New Mexico Issued etery tiny In I lie year.
$20.00.
house, modern, Coal avenu. ,
Uncle Joe seems to be able to make
Sle.OO,
'The Morning Journal hint a higher renin I Ion rating than la aeeonleil
few brief remarks when he tries.
house, modern, S. rno street
to any other paK-- r In Albuquerque or any oilier dally In New Mexico." The
.00.
At the trust figures of $10 a ton.
American Newspaper Directory.
avenue, $12.00.
Peary Is rolling in wealth Just at 3 -- room nousc,
- :
Bfl
r
house, Broadway. $C.0O.
present.
TEHM8 OP SUBSCRIPTION.
house, Lead avi ue, $10.00.
Dally, by mnll, one year In advance
$5.00
Put ó room house North Fifth St., modhopper grass passeth.
Dally, by carrier, on month
M theThe
day of the cottonwood Worm comern. $20.00.
Dally, by mall, one month
I
50 eth anace.
house North Pifih st., $30.00.
'
i.
house South .Third st., $20.00.
'. ' Í
ÁLBÜQUEKQÚK
. . NKW MKXICO
during
the
After Mr. Bryan's career
past few years he would find the
FOR SALE.
presidency rather tame, anyhow.
FRIDAY. MORNING, AUGUST It, iwmi.
house In Highlands, modern,
line corner, $2,800.
The bishops and archbishops are
house in a good location
a i
now busily engaged In trying to read
$2,250.
some meaning Into that encyclical.
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will Bell singly or all, at a
The price of liquid air is coming
bargain.
dow n but there has been no change Large
and small ranch- for sale near
In the current quotation! on hot air.
ni
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, east
of the citv.
Arizona neighbor, the Phoenbt Republican, referí to certain edl
The Mad Mullah has discovered Some
line lots on Tijeras avenue; also
Is more or less uucljertaln- that
there
utterances by the hfOTOinf Journal, advising the people of New ty about tackling the Sultan of MIJcr- - i on West Coal avenue
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
to keep a i lose watch upon the legislative tickets of both p ti tain.
14 rooms in a flne location.
tles, throughout the territory,
at the coming election, to prevent
houses for sal. in a'. parts of
walls do not n prison make. Lots and
Stone
grafters from sneaking. In uniler the cloak of statehood. Ami upon this warn- as is attested by the fact that Harry
the city.
acres of land In the city limits,
Thaw's expenses in the Tombs aro Four
ing the Kcpuhlii in comments as follows:
with good house end stable, fruit
day.
a
$lá0
trees, etc., In a fine location.
"The Albuquerque Journal fears that some of the Joint statehood
a
t
house on West Coal av.; up
advocates of that territory are not wholly disinterested in their advocacy
The Iowa democrats showed I reto date, ts.000.
gard for the eternal Illness of things Lot on West (oíd av.. near Sixth st.
of Jointure to the exclusion of all other matters usually up for considWhen they chose Waterloo as the con- Corner Iron av. and Edith st..
house; modern: lot 7 x 4 2 feet; flne
eration at election time. The Journal lelleves that there la a possibility
vention town.
good stable. This
cement
of too close attention to Jointure. Desirable a H is. In the opinion of the
property will be sold cheap ir taken
The Sultan of Turkey Is suffering In
Journ.il. It Is not attainable and It further ventures the opinion that the
secret, says a dispatch. The powers ( oLf.iSi
at ho.
su...th s.
devoutly hope hie suffering will not, tween Lead and Ccal avenues, at ft
Joint statehood boomers know It; that they are trying to excite and
lit! (II OlOllgCO.
bargain.
BOOdwInk the New Mexican voters Into giving all their time and energy
house, two blocks from
congratprobably
Carnegie
la
Andy
with two lots. House well
to the attempted performance of an Impossible task. Meanwhile the
ulating himself that he segregated
furnished. This property is in one
boomers will be electing congenial souls to the legislature for the perhimself from the I'lttsburg millionof the best locations In this city,
airewhen he did.
petuation of graft which the Journal complains is the prevailing fad In
and is for sale at $r,(00.
New Mexit o.
A
young Missouri farmer was Brick house and fot on West Coal
$2.fi00.
ave 5 rooms,
slabbed at a ball game the other day,
The ret ord of the Journal 1s ( lean from the Joint statehood point of
from which it la Inferred he was of Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
view. It was for It In and out of season until the Hamilton bill in its
fil iating as umpire.
North Second street,
Inupiitious form was defeated. Then It recognized the inevitable and
price, $2,C50.
"Russia Is Meeting a Crisis," says
brick house, nearly new, modaccepted it Instead of butting its head against the rocky harrier which
disa dispatch from
ern Improvements, at $3.150, on
turbe.) union.
Russia probably will
separates the two territories.
North 4th street.
need no Introduction,
"Believing that a territorial form of government will nave to be conhou.se, TStorth Fourth street,
InS lotn
.particular
75 xl42 feet, near in.
sea
with
offers
Saltón
The
come,
to
Improvement
some
an
tinued for
tint"
the Journal desires that
ducements to those who would oth
Price, t3,f00.
be made upon the order whit h has hitherto prevailed and that graft he
erwise navigate the Salt i aver after
the coining campaign.
ue. ceded by honesty. If that Is the kind of conditions the Journal is
BUSINESS CHANCES.
iOood ranches near the city for sale
Imploring protection against wc are more than ever thankful for our
at reasonable Drices
Senator Butt Is being tried in Lit- Houses for Rent
lie Rock on a bribery charge. In con- - Ufe Insurance,
deliverance. The fellows who have been grafting in New Mexico, in the
" Collected. Tinea yattl. and
consideration of the hot weather till
t
w.wt
m
m
expressive dialect of the period, 'wouldn't have done u thing to us'!"
i
'i 'i
paragraphera Will pie AMI refrain.
residents nnrl
mmm
So far as the remarks of the Republican refer to the attitude and record
The Mad Mullah has captured 10," E. H. DUNBAR
& CO
of the Journal upon the Joint statehood matter, they are perfectly corrci t.
000 camels. At some four or five Comer fínM 4itnn
nr' Third
This paper was the first advocate of Joint statehood in either territory, and stomachs apiece, the Mullah's bill for
It fought for the measure with earnestne s and enthusiasm up to the hour camel feed Is llkclv to get plethoric.
V,
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Monday Evening, August 30, 1906
The Oreat Three Act. I..ui:;h Provoking Comedy

I LOVERS

AVE.

:

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
& LUN1T1CS

Strong Casi of Character-- . For the Benefit of the
Highland Methodist Church.
HOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AND
SECONDHAND.
WE BUT HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NTRISEN, MANAGER.

G

neral Admission, 50c.

-

Reserved Seals. 75c

Reserved Seats on sale at Matson'p, after Tuesday, Aug.

28.
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Putney

L. B.

MstabltsheJ 1871

Grocer
Wholesale
FLOOR AND GRAIN
FEED.

Apt

Mitchell

for

A

All kinds ol mill work a

408 S.

1C3

Life

First St.

1

side-vr.lk-

post-offic-

Jes) Mexico

Home office:

To Contractors

and Arizona

,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
CASH PAID I

HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC

$1,000,000.00
$ 110,000.00

President Joshua s. Raynolds.
vice Presidents sol. Luna, Albuquerque, X. M.; c. K Alna worth,
Phoenix, ri.: it. J.Pal
Bantu Pe, x. M.
Secretary ami Qenernl Manager J. 11. O'KlcUy.
Treasurer
Prank MeKee,
Attorney
It. MeMillcn.
Medical Director Dr. .1. II. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. W. PkrarnOy, A. 15. McMlllcn, Sol. Lona,
J. H. O'ltlelly, Joshua s. Raynolda.

Having consolidated ll.c I'liocnl
end Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of tlio lutcst designs and best makes, wc un; prepared to do all kinds of MILL
WO UK at a price never ucforo
atciuplcd in New Mexico.

m

117 West Railroad Avenue

of

..

m

FRONT

OCCIDENTAL
Insurance Company

J. LOVE, Prop.

A.

BLUE

Both Telephones.

specialty. The rie;ht place
for good work at low'pricc

Auto phone

Fresh Lot Just Received,

THE

Pianino; Mill

Six-roo- m

35c

Pints

65c

The Williams Drug Go

Albuquerque

Ont

Quarts

Wagons

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

A Clean 'Record

Welch's Grpe Jviicej

.

j
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that congress amended the

Hfe Out Of the Hamilton bill, and then, as the
Republican says, wt recognised the inevitable, ami accepted it. and though
I
we hive continued to advocate Joint stateh
to the best of our ability
under the circumstances, because it Is right, we do not hesitate to admit that
we have been Inspired by but very little enthusiasm and still less faith.
But as to the sentiment expressed in the latter part of the last paragraph
quoted above, our Phoenix neighbor is all wrong. There is not a word or
syllable In anything we have said on the subject he refers to that would
arar ran I him In concluding that our legisla turei are always componed entirely
I n the contrary,
of bad men
the history of New Mexico since the American
Occupation shows thai our legislatures have, as a rule, been controlled by
upright, honorable men. who have devote.) themselves to the public Interest,
find upon all those Occasions when the grafters h ive succeeded in getting
control It has been by but a bare majority. Therefore our neighbor .will
readily see that since the honest people of New Mexico can almost always
OOtttfOl things, there would be no question of doubt about them being always
able to absolutely control the affairs of the state if their numbers were augmented by the entire delegation from Arizona and It Is perfectly fair to
assume that a people so vastly superior to our people would never send any
gentlemen to legislate for them. Thus
but the most honorable,
with nearly half the delegates from New Mexico opposed to doing anything
wrong, ami all the delegate! from Arizona cast In such a superior mould
that they probably would not know how to do anything wrong,' you will
readily see that It would not be In the power of the grafters to "do a thing
to you," even If they wanted to.
high-tone-

d

e e

The Will of the People
ntT

lr

Pf

Pallbearers' Uicfiet

The St. Louis police say that heat
canned beer arc responsible for
the epidemic Of slabbing in that city
lately. Probably seeking a short cut
to the corner saloon.
The recent rampage of the gun
at Coney Island impresses the
fact that New York ought to senil a
commission down to the territories to
study law and order.

spurious.
Is now

nil and flour,
Kansas would he

thinking of producing the sunflower for

with Ihoueends of acres of sunflowers under cultivation,
more picturesque than ever. Washington St.ur.

MILL

PLANING

COMPANY

the water supply and sewuRC system
by the latest devices In piping. Oct a
free estimate of ccltt today.
We carry

the Finent Mne
Garden Hose in the City.

-2

WE HAVE FOR SALE

Heating Company.

few small ranches,

Colorado

Thone, Black 144

;

Auto. Phone 171
Colo. Phone. R 284.
4 12
Went Railroad Ave.. Alhutiuorquo

Baldridge's is the Place

a

DRUGGIST

West

203

Alvarado Pharmacy

The

hard to follow the
complicated reasoning of the Kvcnlng
Citizen. After being tool that tne
Alvarado hail a "narrow escape" from
being burned, why did the somnolent
Squeak look for the smouldering
ruins'.'
Kansas presents some of the most
curious thirsts anyone ever heard of.
Edna Kills took a liniment cocktail
the other day and Is now In the hospital, while kerosene highballs and
hair oil fizzes claim a victim or two
every oilier day.
too

B. H.

Brlggs

A Co.,

First Street and

Avenue

Railroad

;

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE a
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
a
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

THE PRESCRIPTION

"Slept With lias Turned on for Five
Hours." says a large headline in a
As Bryan Is not
Nebraska paper.
making speeches in Nebraska now,
his must have been the regulation
farmer at the hotel.

f

Standard Plumbing and

ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots In the different additions to the city.
Wc have several small cottages, well e
In, for sule on reasonable terms.
A

B. RUPPE

Knows,

The London Times recently remarked: "The masses of Americans
are honest." In this the New Mexican's london contemporary is mistaken. The Almanac.

J.

e. BALDRIDGE

405 SOUTH PIHST STREET,

ALU UQCEHQUE, NEW MEXICO

as

THOS. F, KELEHER

Proprlet .rs
Cold Ave

W E W I I. Ii S K I I; ) 0 R
HARNESS AND SADDLES
AT SPECIAL MW PRICES
EOR TIIIK'I Y DAYS

Both Phones

Heavy Concord 'renin
ness.' per sel

Har.00

SÜÓ

408 West Railroad Avenue

The poor working girl doesn't have

The
a ghost of a show nowadavs,
people of W.tverly. Iowa, ate up on

M FRENCH FEMALE

their ear In righteous indignation
the girls are Working in the
sugar beet fields In ove, ralla,
it
strikes the average man that they
would much better work In overa lie
than out of them.

PILLS.

ai

Shoe Clearance Sale

I

You can save
BCf by taking
advantage or this cut price sale.

Hár
ittEVFR
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hit 4 IN ftlllRf IU
KktltfN TO FAIL.
liunrftnieeil or Hontj
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Sold In
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by

O'lOliy Company.
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A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
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Is a necessity and

4.

of.

the cost

Is

small. We bare them.

First National Bank

If

i

i

i
'

nan good cold hoot hkek
IT WALTON 'I DRDO HOME.
(oblen Hule DfJ

QOOtfi t o.'s Xcu
loihing Department.
We have Just added a new store
room 25x14:.' feet to be usetl exclusively for men and bovs clothing.
You are Invited to inspect tills line,
especially during our Cash Clearance
WW, commencing Thursday, August
9.
Kor great bargains In men and
boys' clothing.

The

The quality and variety of style
knowing
a n. one
will tempt
economy.
shoe

W. L TRIMBLE & COMPANY
U VERT i FEEO AND TRANSFER

Wc have not all siws in every
style, bul out of the Whole as
(Oltinent can suit ami I'M most

I Irat Class Trnotits at lleasu
able Rate.
Old Plume
New Phone 122.

n-

an

genuine bargains In silks, dress goods,
linens, wash goods, etc.. why como to
this sale. Vou will not be disappoint- ed at the fiolden Hule Dry floods Co.
Morning JMMmI Want Ada
'.ring Resulta.

,0TADL.

imki.v.

Bee

Gro88,Kelly&Co

our window dlspluy.

t

IT Is said that a number of forged anil fictitious notes have heen found
EAT JAIT A S hint k CREAM
among the assets of the Stensland bank. Among them is one note for 110, 00(1 DREAD.
tf
four years old bearing the forged signature of a prominent business man.
e
Slo-IMHH
Things."
"Tlic
why
Tlmt
Is
successive hank
The Chicago Tribune thinks the natural question
Our Cash Clearance Sale began
examination did not disclose the fact that some, at least, of this paper was Thursday, August 9. If you want
KANSAS

filled with the highest grade
drugs money and science can
produce, compounded precisely
as the physician intended it
should be.
It

Different.
Hy the way, there niunt be some- thing rotten about the method of
In
Illlnoif.
state bank examination
g
u lii'M Ilie hooks show that a bank
systematically rnbhed by Its
states of th has been for
live years without
officials
Is no lonR.r
Even In alleged corrupt Xew
using oum nui nai'ie
Hut Alabama
I lie J llllilliac.
i
not only proNo. Kven though It Is possible to
ten
Common
rob
for
Geezer
the
who shall he years.
of the I'tilteil

I

.if'

by calling a
physician when the first symptoms of approaching
dlaeaia
a. pear, get a diagnosis of, and
prescription
for
tin se first
Symptoms, then bring the prescription to our store and have
Can be prevented

ami

It's reallv

AX IMMACULATE
BATHROOM
IS
it joy In any household, to say nothlrrg
of lis sanitary necessity, one of t.hs
chief lines of our plumbing hitsiness is
the furnishing and Installing of hafh
lulis and Withstands eonnacted with

W00TT0N & MYER

-a

And

Special Inducements fo Good Men to Act as Agents

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

1-

Hetty Green's son, nominated for.
governor of Texas, will probably not
have as easy access to the materna!
wallet as did the distinguished son of
Phoebe Hearst

sa
"Em"

eatl-mnt-

DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave
208

99

election lawn hiive heen adopted In N man"
thl method of design. King public officers
regarded as an innovation, or a matter of curiosity.
sees all the other st.ttcM and rock them one better. It
vide that the people at the primaries shall name the men
chosen by the legislature to represent AUtiMMM In the senate
to be
Is tiken to vote for alternates
Slates, hut the further precaution
appointed senator In case of the death of either Incumbent during his term.
This unusual forehandedness Is due to the fact that the present senator.
Morcan and Pettus. are both uctogen.irl.ms. Senator Pettus Is well along
toward 8". but Senator Morgan Is only 2. and does not greatly relish this
public and undisguised preparation to fill dead men's shoes (his own) and
derlalvelj) refers to the aspirants for senatorial sun esslon as "candidates on
the pnllBearera' ticket."

PKIXfAHY that

ma King.

Much

j

l

e
WITHSTANDING the tact that oongreaa has persistently disregarded
the popular demand for a constitutional amendment for the election
United States senators by direct vote of the people, the camji'aigii
for this needed reform progres.
Already nineteen states have
Iowa, by Its legismade a formal demand on congress for such amendment.
lature, went further Iban lis sister commonwealths and directed its governor
to call a conference of delegate! from other states for procuring such action
on the part of the several states as will result in the tailing of a constitutional
convention for the purpose of sip h amendment to the constitution.
Kach state Is entitled to five delegates, to be appointed by the governor,
and the conference will be held at Pes Moines on September 5th prox. The
l
conference of course Is hut preliminary, since the legislatures of two-thof the states must demand the constitutional convention, and on such demand
congress has no option but to grant It. The result of the conference will he
Increased Interest and activity in the movement already Inaugurated.

4

BtenalaAd must have an airship.
Within the last week he has been!
seen in every quarter of the I'nitcd
States from San Antonio to i'lttsburg.
The Phoenix Republican says that
a South African has written to InProbably he
finite about Arizona.
beard the racket the antis have been

will be glad Jo give
on anything from the mill
work oí a home to making a
window screen unci will (juuran- eatiaf action.
'.Vfc

Women's

Oxfords cm

S.OO

lr

I. .V.

Women's

.."0

Oxfords cut

Q

SI .1)5.

Women's fg,00 Oxfords cut to
$2.35.

Women's

ZM Oxfords cut to

MM
Mui's

tl.M OUords

cut

to

Oxfords

cut

to

Oxfords

cut

to

$2.23.
Men's

M.M
2.65.

Mcn

14,00
i. 15.

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. H'.de

Pelt

a Specialty
AMHIQCKItQirtl!

LAft VKtlAfc

The St. Elmo Simple and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Plácito while awar the wear; nours.
All the Ii pillar flames.
Keno ever)
Monday. Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNETT,
Proprietor
ISO W Railroad Ave.

Communication Nade Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. tools, Chicago,
and all poluta North and Eaat by the

El P&so
-- V

II

IMBUI

Southwestern System
HII

..I

MHMMMMMMSMM

Rock Island System
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleeiera,
Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Conches. For any trip, any-r- lre, any Urae TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

lur Fall Particulars

see any Agent or Address

CARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Paaa. Agent

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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IKE SLOGAN OF
PROSPERITY
(Continued From Pago 1, Column I.)
southorn nnd western slates. The
census of 19(ir shows this and
ilpmonstrati's that under Ihe pronnmlr
pnlioy of the republican party, with its
steady and prosperous development,
our manufarturhiK has steadily advanced Into the great agricultural sections, placing the factory beside the
farm, to make the exchange between
the two great bodies of producers the
more direct and equitable and make
them more dependent upon each
other.
Not alone In manufacturing
has
there been this doubling up process In
.
ádmlnls-trutionprosperity under republican
The farmers hnve doubled
their crops and the money they ha "
received in exchange. The farm Value
of those three staple crops of thejjfent,
corn, wheat and oats. In 1SÍH! annum1
ed to SS34.nno.OOn and last year it
tl, 12,000,000, or more than
double the value in the last year of
democratic administration. The value
of farm animals also doubled In the
same peri. id, Increasing from $1.7
--

i'.

000 In 1896 to

190C.

$8,675,000,000

l:i

.

TIiIr prosperity to the farmer wax
not confined to the corn and Wheal
belt of the country. Like the rain
which falls on the just and'unjud
alike. It descended upon our friends
in the smith, who still refuse to belli
that prosperity can exist under republican policies. The value of the cot
ton crop went from
19,000,000 !n
1 89,r. to more
than $600,00(1,000 in
1904, the last year for which we have
statistics. The miners doubled their
output of coal and iron, and In every
line of industrial
development tin
lasl ten years have been In harmony
Injunction to
with the scriptural
make two blades of grass grow where

one grew before.
Our foreign trade has been alons
the same double track lines, our
increasing from $719,000,000 In
1896 to $1,227.000,000
In 1900. and
our exports from $883,000,000 in H0
to $1,714,000.000
in 906. The total
volume of our foreign trade In 1896
amounted to $1,662,000,000, and In
1906 to $2, 970, 000, 000. Ada to lliat our
frnde with Porto Rico, Hawaii and Ihe
l'hlllppl íes, which amounted to
and we have in the last year a
grand total of $3,045,000,000 as the
amount of business (fianc between the
people of the United States and tin
rest of the world. This is greater than
the foreign commerce uf any other nation, fircat Britain alone excepted,
and that because that nation Imports
her food products, tier Imports beiiifi
almost double her exports, while niu
exports exceed our Imports by half n
billion dollars.
Under the policy of protection tin
d
United States produces
of
the manufactured
and agricultural
products of the civilized World, Our labor receives double the compensation
that labor receives in Great Britain,
and three times the compensation paid
ta labor on the continent of Europe.
Ninety-thre- e
per cent of this product
is consumed by our own people, nn
the comparatively small surplus thai
goes abroad makes us the greatest
nailon on The earth,
Wciill blest Nation on I'jirlli.
In the rapid development of the
country, we not only live better than
any other people, but from the savings of production
we have bocomj
the wealthiest nation mi earth,
While this unprecedented prosperity
has come In less than a decade of re
publican administration and the Dlnjr- Icy tariff law has demonstrated that !t
is a revenue producer
both for the
people and the government; we oeca
skmally hear the old wall thai tho
tariff Is the mother of trusts and the
shelter of monopoly. The tariff re
vlslonists are, however, answerln;;
their own complaints. I find In the
New York Times, one of the ablest
and most uncompromising organs af
tariff revision, an editorial showing
that the giant steel trust Is no longer
looked upon by free traders as a monopoly and that it has steadily declined In Its proportion of the steel since
its organisation. The Times says:
"Steol Trade."
"The Widest Interest In the steel
corporation report attaches to what Is
least discussed that is, the conditions
in Ihe trade as reflected by the
facts now available. It is true
that tin' stMl corporation is not the
steel trade, nig as It Is It Is neither
Ihe majority interest, tunr even lb
controlling interest. In fact, Its proportion of the trade Is relatively declining,
while concurrently
it is
breaking Its own records of production
nnd earnings. Its production of nn;
has fluctuated since Its orgnnizntl in
within a narrow range and Without
decided trend, standing now at 44
of the country's totul. Its production of open hearlh ami Hcssenicr
castings has fallen by about 3 per cent
.
to 47 per cent. Its dominance
greatest In Ihe wire nail product
which, although declining, remains at
66 per cent. In short the trust Is not
by any means n monopoly and yet it is
Impossible thnt the trust should prosper and the trade languish."
All legislation, nnd especially revenue legislation Is the result of com
promise.
It must Inevitably be so
In order to command, as. of cours",
Is necessary, a majority vote In both
house and senate.
It Is, therefor",
Impossible to secure perfection In
each schedule of a tariff bill; but I
have no hesitation In snylng that the
present revenue law. known as the
Dlngley law, all things considered,
is the most perfect anil Just customs
revenue ever enacted. The general
distress and Industrial conditions prevailing throughout the country at the
lime of Its enactment helped to make
It so, because it brought all the pao-pi- e
together. In time? of prosperity,
when It is attempted to enact tariff
legislation the selfishness of the people Is appealed to. hut when there Is
Industrial depression different Interests are more Inclined to got together
for the general good.
The Dlngley bill was substantially
the nrst legislation under the administraron of William McKlnley. It was
enacted nt a time when the revenues of the government were short,
when all our people, on farm, in
mine, and In factory, were unable to
realise reasonable profits upon their
respective products, and when consumption was at a minimum for the
want of steady employment by our
people at fair wages, in its operations that law was spread more
evenly snd Justly over all production
In the United Rtates than any tariff
Under Its
law previously enacted.
workings there came hope, confiprofitable prodence, employment,
duction and universal prosperity,
which has grown and Increased from
year to year up to the present time.
ts

1

one-thir-

I

K

flr.'.'-hun-

pet-cen-

K

Under It the people worked out their
own salvation.
Doesn't Please the Democrats.
It did not and does not please the
democratic party. That party denounces the policy of protection as
robbery and declares for a tariff for
revenue only. This has been the position of the democratic party for
many years; It is Its position today
and the position of all Its leaders. Including William J. Bryan and John
Sharp Williams, the leader of the
minority In the house of representatives, who time and again during the
late session of congress proclaimed
the policy of his party to be, if
clothed with power, not to destroy
protection absolutely at one fell
swoop over night, as he expressed It
but to journey towards a tariff for.
revenue only. He would not kill the
patient outright at one stroke, but
would gradually starve It to death.
Such policy means lss wages for
labor, both skilled and unskilled, in
every avenue of production; nncj, with
increase of wages and alack employment, the great mass of the people
would become less valuable customers to all other producers. Such a
policy would act and react upon all
our people who are customers for
e tch other, and we would have the
"nightmare" of 1893 to 1897 repeated.
Tariff Revision.
Tariff revision In time of prosperity
has,
always
and always will, halt bus
iness activity, production and commerce. The manufacturer will lessen his output, for he fears to pile up
his product unless there is a reasonable certainty of realizing Its cost
and a fair profit, The farmer halts
in making improvements and consumes less, because there Is a shortened demand for his products. The
decrease In the wages of labor alone
pending revision would amount to
many hundred million dollars. Where
there is confidence and prosperity
without precedent, there would be
doubt and destruction of conllclence.
I
heartily endorse the platform
lately adopted by the republicans of
Indiana, which. In substance, says
that the republican party will revise
Ihe tariff when it will do more good
titan harm to the great mass of the
people,
It Is vital that tho republican party
should remain In power for the coming two years in order that the legislative and executive departments of
lie government should continue in
harmony. If our friends, the enemy,
should be successful in electing a
house of representatives In November
next, that body in the 60th congress
would not be in harmony with the
senate or with Ihe president. There
would be a "tie-upso to apeak, in
legislation. Furthermore, their success would be claimed by our democratic friends to be an evidence of
dissatisfaction upon the part of the
people with the legislation enacted by
the republican congress, as well as ait
evidence of dissatisfaction with the
president and an assurance of complete power to be given to them in
1908 to enable them to carry out their
policies. Their success, conservatively
speaking, would halt production anil
Consumption, and necessarily business
and commerce, at least
Instead of forging ahead, as we nre now
doing, In every producing and business avenue, we would
halt, aye.
more, we would retrograde.
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continued. The conferences and contests touching the division oY the
1
profits from time to time will be regWholesale Flour and Feed
ulated by the contending parties. CapD E A ll E U
ital must get its fair share or it will
not continue in business; labor must
get its fair share or It will sutler.
Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
Neither can permanently prosper 'it "Blanco." "North Star" and "Mounthe expense of the other. The very tain Kose" Klour at wholesale.
life of the republic depends upon the
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa.
All Kinds of Coin Mathines Sold or Placed on Commission
integrity, the" wisdom, the patriotism
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
and the vigilance of the people who White and Red Bran.
Amusement, Nickel and Penny Machines
Hex stock and Poultry Pood.
make the republic. Ufe, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness are inalienManhattan Stock and Poultry Fond.
e
able rights guaranteed by the conCrushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
stitution to each citizen, whether he Bone, iteef Scraps, Native Salt and
be rich or poor, great or smnll. "The
other Stock and Poultry Food.
Large Profits on Small Investment Call and Be Convinced
liberty of one man ceases whore the
liberty of another man begins."
114 W. Copper Ave
Auto. Phone 624.
Employer ami Employe,
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who
time
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from
time
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the executive departments of
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Federation of lil or, denounced the of
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of
all
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the house committ e on tiie judiciary
and Iron Mountain Route
tireless in his efforts to serve Unand advocated by Mr. II. Ii. Fuller, been
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
people by wise, just and tearless adthe representative of the railway
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law.
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ministration
For
other rates and full particubor unions, in the
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as being opposed to human liberty the
lars call at ticket office. Tickets on
and combitrusts
tho
against
law
and the rights of labor. Mr. Com.
the best passenger service in the
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sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
tiers, with Mr. Spelling, his attorney, nations
the old adage of live and let live.
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the
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T.
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and September.
August
combination and various combinations
and Southeast via Memphis, and
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railroads and shippers have folt
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in these territories arc ber.t
heavy hand of the law and learntions in any ease between employer the that
it Is strong enough to compel
reached via these lines.
and employe unless necessary to pre- ed
them to give all a square deal. The
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of trust prosecutions and Into a property right of the party makAutomatic Piinnr 533.
vestigations
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recite, but
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even by
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"and for the purpose of this act no
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right to carry on business of any par- Rtony
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J,he president and embod-- 1
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ticular kind or at any particular led into law more of his reeommen- For information, see your local
place, or at all, shall he construed,
than has fallen to tho lot of
held, considered or treated as proper latlnna
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right.'
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E. O. GRIFFIN,
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benefit of all the;
the
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OR
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not
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ST. LOUIS.
diciary committee was postponed un- Ihe agricultural appropriation
an,
til the next session of congress.
re
consular
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the
alcohol
free
the
Differs From Gompers.
form legislation, the employers llabil- "Speaking for myself, I am not In ily law, all enacted at one session of
of legisla- favor of this legislation demanded by congress, make a record paralleled
In
Mr. Gompers.
The power of the tlon which has tint been
courts to Issue writs of injunction to Rtany years.
"The amendment to the interstate
prevent irreparable injury to properly or to a property right for which commerce law, known as tho Rlklnn
here is no adequate remedy at law, law of 1902, and the rale legislationis older than the constitution and as lust enacted, coupled With many dewell established as any other princi- cisione by the supreme court of the
T.abor.
States, render ii reasonably
ple of low or equity. The inalienable United
Education, invention, capital and right of each citizen, be he weak or certain that practices which had
of comlabor have struck hands. The forces strong, is to come and go to nnd from grown up by largo shippers receiving
and
s
ii-of nature are utilized In production his property without molestation, and modities demanding
carriers exceptional
for the benefit of both producer and to carry on business thereon, and, In from common
for transportation not onjoyed
consumer. This condition necessar'lv the exercise or such right, no is en rales
others Is prohibited by law and
required the combined activities of titled to call upon the government for by
penalized both as lo the rattwS;', Of
employer and employe. Naturally protection through the courts. con-- oilier
common carrier, and the - shipGompers
I
in
"Mr.
claims
that
differences arise between the two as tests growing
out of strikes or lock-- I per. So that it is snfn'to sai- that
to ii proper wage, or, in other, words,
citizen In the United States will
as to a fair division of the profits outs he Is opposed to violence on the each
of anyone connected with the be Ireated the same as every other
'part
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Laborers found it controversy. I will not question the cltlsen.
necessary to
with each good
"With equal privileges to all, there
of the claim, but i do say
other and act together In determining that faith
if tho legislation he demanda is no reason to doubt that by enter- from time to time wi.it was due them were enacted,
destruction of property Srlse, Industry and competition,Is dein Ihe division of the profits.
conditions, monopoly
by Irresponsible persons in such concease and S
According to the last census
troversies would Increase. Again, if creasing and will finallyevery
competof our people are employed in such legislation were enacted. Under square deal afforded lo
gainful operations, and 3,000,000, ac- Its cover, vicious and irresponsible ing citizen.
cording to the statement of Mr. fiom-per- people belonging to the criminal
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are organized In what are poplass, not engaged in labor, or seeking record nnd trust to the Intelligence of
I
ularly known as "unions."
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labor have, as a rule, been useful, not Instances, in the name of contesting regulation Of abuses, or accept the
only to Ihe laborer, hut to Ihe em- labor, of destroying properly, and the preachings and promises of the demaployer as well, and to the whole citi- owner thereof would be without rem- gogue."
zenship of the republic, If I were edy. The legislation that Mr. GomFatal Affrav at Mines.
engaged in such occupation, I have pers demands would turn loose in
Pitshurg, Aug. 10.- A number of
no doubt that i would be a member times of trouble the criminally disn
miners wen suddenly ii
posed.
In charity for him, I do not
of tho organization.
CORONADO BEACH. CALIFORNIA
tacked at putter Junction last night by
But It is absolutely necessary before believe that he realizes the consemen whom they bad supplanted. One
there can he u contest aboul a division quences that would result from that of
A delightful place lo spend your summer Vacation.
wail fatally stab-lie- d
ihe
Furnished tents and
of the profits that there should bo Which he advocates, and. In justice
and twenty-fiv- e
others' were more
profits In divide. There was but Ut- to all the citizenship of the republic,
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
In Justice to every man who lives hi or less seriously hurl. Another Is missile profit lo divide under Ihe last
ing and Is supposed to have been killof his face by honest enor you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
administration
of firover Cleveland) the sweat
I
am now, ami will be at all ed. Sticks, stones and knives Were
There was much profit to divide un- deavor,
Vox information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
opposed
by the unionists, Eleven suspects
to
legislation
times,
this
used
der Ihe administration of William Mc- which he demanda.
were
today.
arrested
Klnley, and there Is much profit to
Itoiiipici for Constituents.
divide under tho administration of
thirty years 1 have represent"For
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Theodore Uoosevolt, and labor on tho ed a distric t where nearly all the conaverage has been receiving a larger stituency have lived, and are
living by
ADS BRING RESULTS.
share of the profits in Increasing their labor. They, and those like unwages every year since the election of to them stand for law and order, for
If you need a cnnienter, Vleplione
McKinley.
protection of property, and the Inal,
leu. Auto, Heme
The first thing for each citizen lo ienable rights of every citizen. Thoso
do is to see to it that Ihe economic: who labor have trod, and are treadKAT JAFFA'S KltACK CHKAM
and financial policies which enable ing, no path that I have not trod and
the people to create n profit shall be that my descendants will not tread. BSBAD.
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OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N M IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
AND
THE
REPUBLIC
TEXAS,
OF MEXICO.
EL
TO
PASO,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES

The Belert Zzotun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business an Resience Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues, right in the business
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading ils extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of sidetrack) to accomodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating house, round house, coal
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, an several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit In New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water u good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches,
a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third of pur
club, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on not ana mortgage tor one year witn interest at per cent per annum,
itic perfect an warranty deeds given,
chase money cash; two-tnirCome early if you wish to secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
Are

70-fo- ot

up-tod-

ate

i

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJt

--

BECKB-R,

President

WM. M.

E-RGE-R.

Secretary
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' Are Exclusive Represe r. ta ttrea

The Cnrham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Lfbbey Co.,
d
China
ArtlMlc Cut Oteas, and The W. A. Plrkard
Rach In Ita clam, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamond
"never before ao complete." "Tla a food time for Invest
Bent, aa Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
Hand-painte-

New Mexico's Le ding

The Arch Front

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of

Jewelers

South Second Street
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